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Abstract
The intent of these essays is to study the minimal entropy martingale measure, to examine 
some new martingale representation theorems and to discuss its related Kunita-Watanabe 
decompositions.
Such problems arise in mathematical finance for an investor who is confronted with the 
issues of pricing and hedging in incomplete markets. We adopt the standpoint of a ra­
tional investor who principally endeavours to maximize her expected exponential utility. 
Resolving this issue within a semimartingale framework leads to a non-trivial martingale 
problem equipped with an equation between random variables but not processes.
It is well known that utility maximization admits a dual formulation: maximizing ex­
pected utility is equivalent to minimizing some sort of distance to the physical probability 
measure. In our setting, this is compatible to finding the entropy minimizing martingale 
measure whose density process can be written in a particular form. This minimal entropy 
martingale model has an information theoretic interpretation: if the physical probability 
measure encapsulates some information about how the market behaves, pricing financial 
instruments with respect to this entropy minimizer corresponds to selecting a martingale 
measure by adding the least amount of information to the physical model.
We present a method of solving the non-trivial martingale problem within models which 
exhibit stochastic compensator. Several martingale representation theorems are estab­
lished to derive an apparent entropy equation. We then verify that the conjectured mar­
tingale measure is indeed the entropy minimizer.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The intent of this thesis is to study the minimal entropy martingale measure, to examine 
some new martingale representation theorems and to discuss its related Kunita-Watanabe 
decompositions.
In a complete market, there is no more than one arbitrage free way to value an op­
tion: the value is defined as the cost of replicating it. Hence, options are in principle 
redundant in that their exercise values can be replicated by trading in the underlying. If 
a contingent claim is not redundant, perfect hedges do not exist and the notion of pric­
ing by replication falls apart because there are some risks that one cannot hedge. Due 
to this, we consider hedging in the sense of approximating the terminal payoff with a 
trading strategy. We also specify ways to measure this risk and to minimize it. Numerous 
approaches to measuring risk lead to different ways to hedging in the literature: super­
hedging, utility maximization, variance-optimal hedging and mean-variance hedging, to 
mention a few. Financial models considered in these essays are incomplete: there exists 
infinitely many martingale measures equivalent to the physical measure, each compat­
ible with the no arbitrage constraint. Each of them corresponds to a set of derivatives 
prices respecting the no arbitrage argument. One methodology to find ’the’ equivalent 
martingale measure consists in identifying a utility function describing the investors pref­
erences. It has been shown by Delbaen et al (2002) that utility maximization admits a 
dual formulation: maximizing expected utility is equivalent to minimizing some sort of 
distance to the physical probability measure P. The minimal distance martingale for the 
distance /  means the following minimization problem
where /  : [0, oo) —► M is some strict convex function over all equivalent martingale mea­
sures Q. Examples are the minimal Hellinger martingale measure: f ( x )  = —\ f x , the 
variance-optimal martingale measure: f (x )  = \x — 1|2 and the minimal entropy mar­
tingale measure: f{ x )  =  x lo g x , which we shall focus in this dissertation. The method 
of fixing one specific probability measure amongst all diverse probability measures to 
price and hedge financial products is a commonly researched issue in the literature. It
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is worth pointing out tha t the relationships between these different martingale measures 
are themselves a field of study, see for instance Miyahara (1999), Arai (2001), Esche &; 
Schweizer (2005) and Monoyios (2007).
Before we get into the details as to what this thesis ’does’, we first present an overview 
of existing results concerning the entropy minimizing martingale measure across asset 
classes. The paper of Grandits Sz Rheinlander (2002) proved tha t the density of the min­
imal entropy martingale measure Z  for general stochastic volatility models driven by an 
independent noise process Y
dSt = a(Yt)dt +  a(Yt)dBt ( i . i )
has the explicit form 
dQE
— Zt  =  cexp
Qt
=  c
- J  XdSJ
(1.2)
where K  :=  J  ^?dt, A =  c being the normalizing constant given by
'T 1 a?(Yt)- l = Ep exp _ f  1 Q ^
Jo 2 * 2 (Yt )
dt
and B  a standard Brownian motion under P. The density process for this model (1.1) 
or that of the variants have been studied by Becherer (2004), Benth & Meyer-Brandis 
(2005) as well as Hobson (2004) and Rheinlander (2005) where they generalize Y  to the 
stochastic volatility model
dYt = a(/3 -  Yt)dt +  7 dWt , d[W, B]t = pdt, p G [-1,1]
The following scheme lists the authors that study the entropy minimizing density process 
under the stochastic volatility model (1.1) with different stochastic processes Y:
Y A u th o r (s)
Multivariate Point 
Process Becherer (2004)
Pure Jump Levy Benth & Meyer-Brandis (2005)
Brownian 
P =  o 
P ±  o
Hobson (2004), Rheinlander (2005)
The techniques used to evaluate the density process include the optimal martingale
3measure methodology (Rheinlander, 1999), the construction of dependent intensities via 
change of measure (minimal martingale measure) as well as exploiting some results from 
portfolio optimization.
Another popular approach to identifying the entropy minimizing measure for incom­
plete models has been related to the construction of Esscher martingale transform. As 
pointed out in Kallsen Sz Shiryaev (2002), two sorts of Esscher martingale transforms 
exists according to the choice of the parameter which defines this measure: the first turns 
the ordinary exponential process into a martingale and another turning into a martingale 
the stochastic exponential £(•). They have been coined the Esscher martingale transform 
for the exponential process and the Esscher martingale transform for the linear process 
respectively. Recent results related to the calculation of Esscher transforms to a non-Levy 
setting are in Bellini Sz Mercuri (2007) and Dassios Sz Jang (2003).
The minimal entropy martingale measure for geometric Levy processes
dSt =  n S t-d t  +  crSt-dBt +  f  (ex — 1 )fi(dt, dx) (1.3)
J  R
where 7r, a  are constants, fi is the jump measure associated to the Levy process and the 
compensator v(dt,dx) = u(dx)dt have been solved by Chan (1999), Goll Sz Ruschendorf 
(2001), Fujiwara Sz Miyahara (2003) (f) and Esche Sz Schweizer (2005) (J). Note that 
the results of (f) and (J) are extremely interesting since they established that under very 
weak conditions, the entropy minimizing measure can be defined and furthermore repre­
sented explicitly. Furthermore, it has been shown by Esche Sz Schweizer (2005) that for 
exponential Levy models, the Esscher martingale transform for linear process coincides 
with the minimal entropy martingale measure.
The entropy calculations beyond Levy processes have also been studied relatively recently. 
Rheinlander Sz Steiger (2006) looked at the entropy minimizer where they considered the 
general jump-diffusion model
=  rjM(t, Vt)dt + crM(t, Vt-)d B t + [  W M (-,Vt- ,x ) ( f j ,(d t,d x )- i/(d t,d x ))
& t -  J r
dVt =  r)V (t, Vt)dt +  [  W v (t,Vt- ,x )fi(d t,d x )
J r
with the functions W M ,W V ,crM satisfying some integrability assumptions as well as 
a deterministic compensator. On the other hand, Ceci Sz Gerardi (2009) computed the
minimal entropy measure for a geometric market point process of the form
S t =  Sq exp(Xt1)
d X t = b(Xt )dt +  a (X t )dBt +  [  U o(t,X t-) fi(d t,d x )
J r
dX } = [  U i(t,X t-)ii(d t, dx)
J r
also with deterministic compensator as well as U \,U 2 satisfying some conditions. Fu­
jiwara (2009) investigated the entropy minimizer when the stock price follows a time
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inhomogeneous Levy process
=  7rtdt +  <TtdBt + [  (ex -  1 )n(dt, dx)
&t- J m
with the compensator taking the form v(dt,dx) =  Jq f R vs(dx)ds: which is time inho- 
mogenous but deterministic.
The following table gives a status of existing results:
A sse t m odel
D e te rm in is tic
co m p en sa to r
v(d t, dx)
A u th o r(s )
Levy Yes / Fujiwara Sz Miyahara (2003) Esche Sz Schweizer (2005)
General 
Barndorff-Nielsen 
Sz Shepherd
Yes / Rheinlander Sz Steiger (2006)
Inhomogeneous
Levy Yes /
Rheinlander Sz Steiger (2006) 
Fujiwara (2009)
Marked 
Point Process Yes / Ceci Sz Gerardi (2009)
One observes that the above entropy minimizers involve models tha t exhibit determin­
istic compensating measures. However, the minimal entropy martingale measure for the 
above models when their associated compensators are stochastic has not been discussed 
at all. Given the facts above, one is tempted to ask: How would the entropy minimizing 
martingale measure look like when the compensator is stochastic?
These essays study this issue.
We begin with a preliminary discussion in Chapter 2 where we recollect some notions 
on relative entropy and martingale measures as well as some facts from stochastic cal­
culus. The concept of relative entropy of a probability measure with respect to another 
probability measure and its minimization over some convex set of measures stems from 
information theory, see, e.g., Csisz&r (1975). It is now widely used in the area of financial 
mathematics owing to its intimate connection with maximizing expected utility in the 
event when the investor exhibits exponential utility function.
In Chapter 3, we revisit the main example given in Grandits Sz Rheinlander (2002). 
There it was shown that the density Z  of the minimal entropy martingale measure takes
5the form as in equation (1.2). Given this density, we present a new method of calculating 
the density process of the minimal entropy martingale measure by means of martingale 
techniques. We feel th a t this method is essentially faster and more intuitive compared to 
the procedure outlined by Benth & Meyer-Brandis (2005). We end the section by drawing 
connections to other entropic models that has been highlighted in the literature.
Martingale representation theorems are vital to the calculation of the entropy mini­
mizing measure. In Chapter 4, we establish two versions of the martingale representation 
theorem for a certain enlarged filtration G. We first deal with the representation con­
cerning the One-Jump process and a Brownian motion before moving on to proving the 
martingale representation involving Markov Additive Processes. The martingale repre­
sentation theorem with respect to a Brownian filtration T  is well known. It states that 
any ^ —martingale Mt with Mt E L 2 (P) can be represented as
M t (uj) =  Ep[M0\ +  f  g(s,uj)dBa 
Jo
T  ofor some predictable process g such that Ep [ / 0 g (t, u)dt] < oo. Lokka, Oksendal Sz 
Proske (2004) derived the formula for the martingale representation when the driving 
noise is a pure jump process with independent and stationary increments. Another in­
teresting result due to Jacod & Shiryaev (2003, Theorem III.4.34) tells us that every 
(P ,F )—local martingale M  can be written as
M  = M 0 + J  H dB  + J  J  W (t,x ){n Y  -  w )
where if , W  satisfy some integrability conditions. One could then ask: W hat can we say 
about the martingale representations for a certain enlarged filtration G? The filtration 
G can be seen as the product of two or even more filtrations, e.g.,
G =  i V F
where H and F can be filtrations generated by the one-jump process and Brownian mo­
tion respectively, say. It could well be that HI denotes the filtration generated by the 
Markov chain C  rather than the one-jump process. We derive martingale representations 
for these such cases under the immersion property.
Chapter 5 sees the calculation of the entropy minimizing measure when the stock price 
process is driven by a Brownian motion and a one-jump process,
dS
P • 7 ;— =  dfdt +  btdBt +  ctdMt
&t-
This model is proposed by Biagini Sz Rheinlander (2009). It turns out that the intensity 
of the one-jump process with respect to the minimal entropy martingale measure is ran­
dom but bounded. This is in contrast to general Levy processes where the compensator 
remains deterministic under the entropy measure. The Esscher martingale transforms for 
one-jump process is also studied in this chapter. As explained earlier, two different Esscher
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martingale transforms exists for semimartingales depending on the choice of parameter 
which defines the measure: we focus on the Esscher transform for the exponential process.
Chapter 6  looks at the entropy minimizer for a general jump diffusion model. In partic­
ular, the model proposed can be seen as a Markov switching Levy processes where the 
drift, volatility and the Levy measure is a function of the continuous time Markov chain. 
If the drift and volatility were not present, it reduces to the model proposed by Elliot 
&; Osakwe (2006). Hence the contribution of this chapter is two-fold; we have solved the 
minimal entropy martingale measure for the model proposed by Elliot Sz Oskawe (2006) 
as well as the entropy minimizer for a generalization for their model. We also compute 
the basic L 2— decomposition of martingales associated to this measure QB.
Miyahara (2000) worked out the minimal entropy martingale measure for Birth and 
Death processes by proving that the existence for this entropy minimizer is reduced to 
solving the corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation. His concluding remarks 
suggested the generalization to a more general Markov process and semimartingale price 
processes extending the Birth and Death process. Chapter 7 answers these questions. 
Using the price process introduced in Norberg (2003) as well as the martingale rep­
resentation theorem of Markov chains in Rogers Sz Williams (2000) together with the 
framework outline in Delbaen et al (2002), we evaluate the entropy minimizer when the 
stock price process is driven by exponential Markov chains. It turns out that this puzzle 
presents its very own problem due to the stochasticity of the compensator associated to 
the martingales of transitions.
Of late, the density process of the minimal entropy for Markov modulated geometric 
Brownian motion or more complicated stochastic volatility models has been evaluated 
by several authors, for instance Elliot, Chan Sz Siu (2005) and Song Sz Bo (2009), to 
mention a few. In our view, the method used by these authors to evaluate the entropy 
minimizer relies on an interesting fact for Levy processes: if the Esscher martingale trans­
form for the linear exists, it coincides with the minimal entropy martingale measure. Due 
to the work of Esche Sz Schweizer (2005), one can infer tha t this analogy with Levy 
models breaks down for complex models beyond exponential Levy models. We claim and 
show that the results given in the paper of Elliot, Chan &; Siu (2005) and Song Sz Bo 
(2009) are incorrect. On another issue, we apply our findings on the entropy minimizing 
measure for quasi-Markov Additive processes to the valuation options written on the 
prices of carbon emissions to the field of carbon finance. These m atters will be dealt with 
in the final chapter.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
To begin with, we state some general assumptions and list several fundamental known 
results needed throughout this text. We present a short extraction of commonly used 
notations and notions in stochastic calculus. Here we will find excerpts from the literature 
on relative entropy, jump processes and optimal martingale measure which are tailored 
to fit into a consistent format within our essays.
2.1 Semimartingale framework and martingale mea­
sures
The mathematical framework is given by a probability space (f2, £/,P), a finite time 
horizon T  > 0  and a filtration G =  (Gt)o<t<T satisfying the usual conditions of right- 
continuity and completeness. We further assume that Go is trivial and G t  =  G- All 
semimartingales are taken to have right continuous paths with left limits. Expectation 
taken with respect to P is denoted by Ep.
Let S  be an R —valued (P, G )—semimartingale. We consider S  as the discounted price of 
a risky asset in a financial market and we assume that interest rates are zero, i.e. r =  0 . 
In addition, we make the standing assumption that
S  is G — locally bounded.
Since S  is G —adapted, it has the following canonical decompostion
where M  is a locally bounded local martingale with Mo =  0 and A is a process of locally 
finite variation. Moreover we assume that the asset price process S  satisfies the following:
A ssum ption  2 . 1  (Structure condition). There exists a predictable process A satisfying
S  = So + M  + A
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with
T
X^d(M ,M )t <oo  P — a.s.
Let us present the notion of a martingale measure taken from Rheinlander (1999):
D efinition 2.2. Let V be the linear subspace of L°° (fi,(/,P) spanned by the elementary 
stochastic integrals of the form f  =  h (S t 2 ~  §TX ) j where 0 < T\ < T2 < T  are stopping 
times such that the stopped process S T<2 is bounded and h is a bounded Qtx —measurable 
random variable. A martingale measure is a probability measure Q < P  with Ep [^p/]  =  0 
for all f  G V .
An alternative but equivalent definition for martingale measure:
D efinition 2.3. A probability measure Q absolutely continuous to ¥  is a martingale
measure for S  if S  is a local Q —martingale. It is called an equivalent martingale measure
if it is equivalent to P.
D efinition 2.4. The relative entropy I  (Q, P) of a probability measure Q w.r.t. a proba­
bility measure P is given as
J f Q  P) = /  ^
\  + 00, otherwise
It is well known that J(Q, P) > 0, /(Q , P) =  0 i f  and only i f  Q = P and Q —>/(Q,P) is 
strictly convex.
The sets of absolutely continuous and equivalent local martingale measure for S  with 
respect to G, and those with finite relative entropy are defined as
M. := {Q <  P |S is a local (Q, G)-martingale}
M.e := {Q ~  P ^  is a local (Q, G)-martingale}
M s := { Q g X | / ( Q ,r ) < o o }
We assume throughout this text that our financial model is arbitrage free in the sense 
that
M e D M f  ^ 0 .
Definition 2.5. The minimal entropy martingale measure QE is the solution of
I  (Qe ,P) =  m m /(Q ,P )
Theorems 1,2 and Remark 1 of Fritelli (2000) as well as the fact tha t V CL°° (P ), yield 
the following result of Fritelli (2000) :
Theorem  2.6. I f  there exists Q eA4e such that I  (Q, P) < 00, then the minimal entropy 
martingale measure exists, is unique and moreover equivalent to P.
K t  := I 
Jo
2.2 Verification procedure 9
We now state a Theorem from Grandits Sz Rheinlander (2002) which provides a criterion 
for a  martingale measure to coincide with the minimal entropy martingale measure.
T h e o re m  2.7. Assume there exists a Q E fA e with 7(Q,P) < oo. Then Q is the minimal 
entropy martingale measure i f  and only if  there exists a constant cE and an S —integrable 
predictable process <f)E
dQ /  'T
d p = ex p CB  + I  t f d S t
(2.1)
such that Eq [ /0T (pfdSt =  0 for all Q £ M e with finite relative entropy.
We will henceforth pursue by finding some potential candidate measure Q which can be 
represented as in equation (2 .1 ). One would then verify tha t this potential measure Q is 
indeed the entropy minimizer. To carry out this last step, we appeal to the Verification 
Procedure of Theorem 2.1.5 in Grandits Sz Rheinlander (2 0 0 2 ).
2.2 Verification procedure
Let us now describe the procedure in full, consisting of four steps, for verifying that a 
given probability measure is indeed the minimal entropy martingale measure Q^.
S tep  1: Q is an equivalent probability measure. To show this, we have to show that
exp +  Jq <j)Ed S t |  is integrable with Ep |exp ^cE -f J^ <f)E =  1 .
S tep  2 : Q is a martingale measure, i.e. 5  is a local Q —martingale.
S tep  3: The probability measure Q has finite relative entropy with respect to P, i.e.
=  Ep dP '°S dP l0 g dP
<  OO
S tep  4: f  <j)EdS  is a true Q —martingale for all Q EA4e with I  (Q, P) <  oo
If none of these conditions are violated, then Q is the minimal entropy martingale measure 
mE
To carry out S te p  1 , we need the following generalization of the Novikov condition for 
discontinuous processes:
T h eo rem  2 .8 . Let N  be a locally bounded local P —martingale. Let Q be a measure 
defined by
Zt : dP = S(N)tT t
where A N  > —1. I f  the process
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admits predictable compensator A  as well as
Ep [exp A t ] <  oo
then £ (N ) is a uniformly integrable martingale and £ (N )t  > 0 P — a.s.
Proof. Theorem III. 1. of Lepingle &; Memin (1978). □
Finally, to cope with Step 4, we shall use the following result presented in Rheinlander 
(2005):
P roposition  2.9. Let Q be an equivalent martingale measure with finite relative entropy. 
Let f  'tpdS be a local Q —martingale. Then J  TpdS is a square-integrable Q —martingale if,
for some (3 > 0 , exp | (3 / Q7 is P — integrable.
Proof. Proposition 3.2 of Rheinlander (2005). □
2.3 Random measures
Random measures and their compensators are important tools to encapsulate the be­
haviour of the jumps of the semimartingale S. We begin with a general definition of 
random measures before stating the definition for random measures associated with 
the jumps of a general semimartingale. All of these definitions are taken from Jacod 
& Shiryaev (2003).
D efinition 2.10. A random measure R x R is a family
p  =  {p{uj] d t, dx) : w  G 0 }
of measures on (R+ x R, 13+ x 3) satisfying p(u>\ {0} x R) =  0 for all u  E Q, where 3  
denotes the Borel field on R.
D efinition 2.11. To any measurable function W  on £lx  R+ x R we introduce the integral 
process
W * ll(lj) := { f  f R W (uj,t,x)p(L;’,d t,dx), if f  f R \W (uj, t, x)\p(u>; dt, dx) < oo 
\  +oo, otherwise
We now identify the random measures which are essential in our context, that is to say, 
random measures associated with the jumps of a semimartingale and their associated 
compensators.
D efinition 2.12. Let Y  be a semimartingale. The random measure p y  associated with 
the jumps of Y  is defined by
p y (d t , dx) =  1 { ay.^o} <*{(*, ay.)} (cfei dx)
s>  0
where Sq is the Dirac measure at point q. It is also called the jump measure o fY .
2.4 Class of equivalent martingale measures 11
Rem ark 2.13.
1. Note that p y  is integer-valued.
2. Let fiy  be the jump measure o fY .  For any measurable function W  we have
W  * fly  = m s ,A F s) l {Ay ^ 0}.
0 < 8 < t
3. These definitions concerning the jump measure of Y  are taken from Jacod & Shiryaev 
(2003), Proposition II. 1.16 & II. 1.15.
Theorem  2.14. Let p y  be the jump measure of Y . The predictable F —compensator 
of p y , denoted by vy  is the predictable random measure which satisfies one of the two 
following equivalent conditions:
(i) Ep[W * vy] =  Ep[W * fiy] for every non-negative predictable function W .
(ii) For every predictable function W  such that \W\ * p y  < oo and locally P — integrable
(which is equivalent to \W\ * vy  < oo and locally P — integrable), W  * p y  — W * v y  
is a local P — martingale.
Proof. Jacod Sz Shiryaev (2003), Theorem II. 1.8. □
Let us turn our attention to stochastic integrals with respect to a compensated random 
measure. The next theorem is an important one.
T h eo rem  2.15. I f  the increasing process \ W\  * p y  or equivalently \ W\  * z/y  is locally 
P— integrable, then W  is integrable with respect to p y  — v y  and
W  * ( p y  — V y )  =  W * p y  — W *  V y .
Proof. Jacod Sz Shiryaev (2003), Theorem II. 1.28. □
2.4 Class of equivalent martingale measures
Let us state a result from Steiger (2005, Lemma 3.2.1). The elegant proof given below 
is constructed by Steiger and we illustrate it here for completeness and because of its 
importance.
P ro p o sitio n  2.16. Let Q GA4e. Then the density process Z  := g is given by the 
Doleans Dade exponential process
Z  = e ( -  J  XdM + L
where L and [M,L] are local P—martingales.
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Proof. Our aim is to show that [M , L] is a local P-martingale. Define N  := — f  XdM + L. 
From He et al. (1992), we get due to Girsanov’s Theorem that S is a local Q —martingale 
if and only if
s  + j  f -d[S,Z\
is a local P-martingale. Let us write
S + j  d[S,Z] = M + J  Xd(M) + J  - J - 4 S. 1  +  J  Z-dN]
= M + f  \d(M) + l iA J  Z-d[S,N])
Examining
[S,N] = [m  + J  X d (M ) ,L -  J  XdM  
= [M, L] +  [M, -  J  AdAf] +  [ J  X d(M ), L -  J  XdM  
= [M ,L]~  /  Ad[M] +  [ J  X d(M ),L  -  J  AdiV/j
since
so that
J  d M ,~  j  XdM = M, -  j  XdM ]
S  + j  -f-d [S ,Z ]  = M  + J  Xd(M) — J  Xd[M] + [M,L]
= J  X d (M ) ,L -  J  XdM^
Thus [M, L] must be a local P-martingale to ensure th a t S  +  J  -~ d [ S : Z] is a local 
P-maxtingale. □
2.5 The minimal entropy martingale measure
We shall give a systematic plan for finding the minimal entropy martingale measure in a 
general semimartingale context. The idea is to first look for a candidate measure whose 
density can be written as in (2 .1 ). One has then to show that this candidate measure is 
indeed the entropy minimizer by performing the verifications as outlined earlier.
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We know by (2.1) tha t the density of the minimal entropy martingale measure QE can 
necessarily be written as
for some constant cE and some (Gt)~predictable process (f)E . We look for some candi­
date measure which can be represented in this way and execute the verifications. As a 
consequence of Proposition 2.16, every martingale measure Q  can be written as
where L  is some locally square local (P, Q)— martingale strongly orthogonal to M , i.e. 
{M ,L) =  0 with L q =  0. The constant cE and some G —predictable process <f)E that 
satisfy the following equation.
exp +  J  <j)fdSt  ^ J  XdM  +  L ^
such that E p[/ <f>EdS\ =  0  is called the minimal entropy martingale measure equation.
Chapter 3
Grandits Sz Rheinlander revisited
3.1 A review of risk minimization
In this section, we give a brief review of the concept of risk-minimizing hedging of Follmer 
Sz Sondermann (1986) where they extended the theory of hedging for complete markets 
to the case of incomplete markets. Let the contingent claim H  satisfy H  G L 2 (f2, Q t , Q^). 
To replicate this contingent claim, we consider a strategy which involves the stock St and 
the money market account rt which yields the terminal payoff H  at time T. Let and 
7)t denote the amounts invested in St and the money market account respectively at time 
£; where £* satisfies
E,r /Jo gd[S,S\, <  OO
and r) is a (/—adapted process. We let L 2 (QE) be the space of square-integrable pre­
dictable processes (£t)o<t<T satisfying the above integrability condition. A trading strat­
egy at t  is of the form <p =  (£, rf) where <p = {(pt; 0 < t < T } = {(£t, 77*); 0 < t < T}. The 
value of the portfolio at time t is given by
vtv = t tSt + m, 0 < t < T  
A strategy ip =  (£,r)) is said to be admissible if Vj! = H.
D efinition 3.1. A Q—strategy is any process cp = (£ ,77) with £ G L 2 (Qg) and 77 is 
Q—adapted such that the value process V * is right-continuous and V f  G L 2 (QE) for all 
t G [0,T],
Definition 3.2. The cost process C * associated with the strategy p> is defined by
C? = v f -  f tudSu,  0 < t < T  
Jo
We say that a contingent claim H  can be perfectly replicated if there exists a self-financing
15
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strategy portfolio <p such that V f  = H. In this case the claim is said to be attainable. 
Since the market under consideration is incomplete, not every contingent claim H  may be 
attainable. Hence instead of looking for an admissible self financing strategy, we look for 
admissible strategies which minimize, at each time t, the remaining residual risk, defined 
by
D efin ition  3.3. The residual risk associated with the strategy <p is given by
R? = [(C* -  C ? f  I Qt}
over all admissible strategies. The admissible strategy <p* is said to be risk minimizing if  
*
Rt < R f for any other admissible strategy ip V£ G [0, T]
The construction of strategies is based on an application of the Kunita-W atanabe decom­
position, see Follmer Sz Sondermann (1986). Define the intrinsic value process associated 
to the claim as V H by
VtH := EQE{H \gt]
Note that V H is a martingale. Let us define the following space
• 0(G ) := { d  G G Eqe r  tfd is iS ]!
Jo
< oo (3.1)
T h eo rem  3.4 (Entropic Kunita-Watanabe decomposition). Let (St)te[o,T] be a square 
integrable martingale under QE, i.e. sup t e [0 T] < oo. For any random variable
H  G L 2 (QE), there exists a predictable stochastic process d H G 0(G ) and a square- 
integrable Q t~  measurable random variable N jf such that
rT
H  = Eq* [H\ +  /  d * d S t +  iV f 
Jo
Define N := EQs[iV^|^t]. Moreover N H is strongly orthogonal to S  in the sense that 
(N H,S ) = 0. Furthermore the martingale N ^  := E q e [A ^ |^ ]  is strongly orthogonal to 
all stochastic integrals with respect to S: for a n yd  G 0(G ), N f1 f Q ddS  is a martingale 
or equivalently, (N H, S)t = 0 for all t G [0,T].
We see from the above tha t the Kunita-Watanabe decomposition for the intrinsic value 
process is of the form
VtH =  EqE [ff] +  [  Z»dSu + i f  
Jo
where LH =  (L ^)o< t<r is a zero mean (£/,Q^)—martingale, L H and S  are strongly 
orthogonal to each other, i.e. (L H,S ) =  0  and is a predictable process satisfying
EQ. [ / (f€?d[S1Sk < oo. Follmer Sz Sondermann (1986, Theorem 2 ) states:
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T h eo rem  3.5. There exists a unique admissible risk minimizing strategy <p =  (£, rj) given 
by
= - t f S t ) ,  0 < t < T
The associated risk process is given by
= % , [ ( £ ? - Z , f ) 2| f t]
R em ark  3.6. Some comments are in place.
(i) The portfolio defined by this Kunita-Watanabe decomposition minimizes the resid­
ual risk process among all admissible strategies and the minimum risk is given by .
(ii) M ean -variance  hedging . As mentioned in Follmer k  Sondermann (1986), the risk- 
minimizing strategies are typically not self-financing, i.e. an admissible portfolio satisfy­
ing = H  cannot be self-financing. A related criterion tha t still leads to self-financing 
strategies is therefore to minimize over all self-financing strategies the quantity
\\H -  ^ | | | 2(QE) -  min||H -  v y | | |2(QE)
This is different to the risk-minimizing definition where Follmer k  Sondermann (1986) 
proposed not to have the restriction to self-financing strategies but persisted on retaining 
the condition of admissibility, Vj? = H
3.2 Grandits &; Rheinlander revisited
Grandits k  Rheinlander (2002) considered a class of diffusion models where an additional 
random factor Y  is present and thus influencing the coefficients of the diffusion, which 
is independent of the driving Brownian motion B. Denote by HI the associated filtration 
Tit =  cr (Y^  : s < t) . Define further by F the associated filtration = & (B s : s < t)  and 
assume tha t G =  H V F  i.e., Gt =  Wt V Ft, Vi G R+. All filtrations are augmented to 
satisfy the usual conditions of right continuity and completeness. We fix a finite time 
horizon T  > 0. We consider the stochastic differential equation
^  = a(Yt )dt + a(Yt)dBt
We assume that p :=  ^ is uniformly bounded. This assumption is consistent with that 
remarked in Grandits & Rheinlander (2002). Other integrability conditions can be placed 
but we assume boundedness for simplicity.
3.2.1 Brownian-Levy case
Let Y  be a pure jump Levy process. Y  can be written as
Yt -
Jo  J r
where p y , vy are the associated jump measure of Y  and the predictable compensator 
respectively. Grandits k, Rheinlander (2002) showed that the density of the minimial
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entropy martingale measure QE for general stochastic volatility models driven by an 
independent noise process is of the form
Z 71 — c exp ( -  J  XdS)  =  cexp £  ( -  J
2
where K  :=  J f j d t  and c being the normalizing constant is given by
•T a2 (Yt )- 1 =  Ep exp - 1 r
2  Jo v 2 (Yt )
dt
Recall tha t Novikov’s criterion tells us if M  is a continuous local martingale and suppose 
that E < oo, then £ (M )t is a uniformly integrable martingale for t G [0,T].
Hence we see tha t for M  =  — f  ^ d B , we have
E(f
'T
exp dt < exp (ciT) < oo
for some constant c\ since p := J  is bounded by hypothesis. Hence the stochastic expo­
nential process [ s  f Q ^ is a Ti—martingale, t G [0, T] where Tit ■= ? t  V7Yt-
We now proceed to calculate the density process Z  — (Zt )t>o
Zt := E p [Z r |^ t]  
=  Ep
( _  [  a (Y a)
\  Jo *{Ys)
JFt V Tir } Qt
=  cS
We now examine the quantity
dBs Ep exp - ~ K t
Ep Qt (=’ EP 
(=  EP
( in)= exp
exp
' _ i  p
2 Jo <72
a (Yt) 
* (Yt )
dt
2 Jo <r2(Yt
exp - -
(-H Ep
)
exp(~ll
Qt 
H t
'T a2 (Ys)
*2(YS)
ds
(iv)
exp ( ~ 2 K t J e p
T  21 r  a
2 Jt o-
2 (Ys)
exP I - o  I ~ 2 jyT jds
H t
Yt
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where (z) can be compared to the function H (t,y ) of equation (4.1) in the paper by 
Benth Sz Meyer Brandis (2005); (zz) follows from the independence of Y  and B , since 
Qt = F t V 'Ht, (zzz) seperates the ’past’ from the ’future’ and (iv) is due to the Markov 
property of Y  tha t states: conditional on the present, the future is independent of the 
past. We now define the deterministic function A \  :=  A(t, y) as
A ? := A ( t,y )  := E P exp -ijfS
o2 (y»)
W )
ds Yt = y (3.2)
For convenience, we also use the notation At := A(t, Yt ). Recall tha t p := ^ and define 
rt :=  £  ( -  f 0 $ $ j d B 3)  and Mtr  := -  f*  £ $ j d B 3 so th a t dTt = - T tdM [  =  - T tptdBt . 
Zt can be neatly recast as
Z t = c e - iK‘T tA t
We further assume that A  is one time differentiable with respect to £, i.e. A  EC 1 and so 
by the I t6  formula we obtain
A(t,Yt) = f  £-A(s ,Y3-)ds + Y ' A ( s , Y , ) - A ( s , Y 3-)
Jo 9s 7?t
= f  -^-A (s,Y 3-)d s  +  f  f  (A (s,Y3- + x) -  A (s ,Y 3- )  p(ds,dx)
Jo  c te  J o 7 r
We work with the following assumption:
A ssu m p tio n  3.7. Let Yt~ =  y,
JL |A (t,y  +  x) — A{t,y)\v(dx)dt < oo, t E [0,T]
From Theorem II.1.2.8 in Jacod Sz Shiryaev (2003), this condition allows us to decompose
J  J m 1' y + x ) ~  y))(vr ~ 1/ y)
= / f ( A(t,y + x) ~^{t,y))PY -  f  j  {A (t,y  + x) -  A (t,y ))vy
%J */K «/ i/K
Formal calculations then yield
dZt = —Zt-Pt-dBt + Zt- f
Jr
A (t ,y  + x) - A ( t , y )
y) (p (d t, dx) — i/(dx)dt)
Define A ? '  := and A ? y := ■ This gives
dZt =  Z t-  yp t-d B t +  J  Af'"(p(dt, dx) — i/(dx)dt) \  , Zq =  1
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which is equivalent to
/•t ft f
Z t =  1 — / ps- Z s-d B s +  / /  Z s-A f* (p (d t, dx) — v{dx)dt))
JO Jo J R
Taking the uniqueness of solutions of the above stochastic differential equation for granted, 
we conclude tha t the unique solution to this SDE is given by the expression
z- s{~L‘M r ) ,e{LLA^ n - v)),
We can sum up our arguments by the following:
P ro p o s itio n  3.8 (Density process of for Brownian-Levy). Fix T  > 0. Consider the 
stock price process of the form
P : ^ -  = a(Yt)dt + <r(Yt)dBt
where Y  is a Levy process which satisfies the conditions of Assumption 3.7. Let the 
probability measure Q E be given by
Zt  — cexp J  AdS^
Then the Radon-Nikodym density process Zt, t G [0, T] satisfies
where
A (t,Y t. )  
with Z q =  1 .
C o ro lla ry  3.9. Let QE be given as above. Then
(i) The process B ^ := Bt +  f 0 psds, t G [0, T] follows a Brownian motion under QE .
(ii) The process Yt, t G [0,T] follows a jump process with the predictable compensating 
measure f*  f R( 1 +  Af*)v{dx)ds  =  f R z y  v(dx)ds under Q E .
{Hi) The function A ( t , y) satisfies the following integro-partial differential equation since 
for t G [0,T], Z  is a martingale.
^ i A (t, v) -  \ A (t, y)p2{y) +  f  ((A (t, y +  x) ~  A (t, y))v{dx)dt  =  o
J  K
with the terminal condition A(T, •) =  1 Vfy G R.
{Hi) The dynamics of {S , Y ) under QE are given by
: <
dSt = a(Yt)S tdt + a(Yt)S tdBt S ^ | f dS t =  c(Y t)S td B f
 > Q E : <
, dYt = f R xfi(d t,dx) [ dYt = f„ x /i(d t,d x)fR
where the compensator under P : vy  =  v{dx)dt and Q,E : Vy := A f vvy  •
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3.2.2 Brownian-Brownian framework
Following the same approach outlined before, we can also derive the density process of 
the minimal entropy martingale measure QE for the following model
dSt =  a(?t)Stdt +  <r(Yt)StdBt
dYt = a { p - Y t)dt + 1 dWt
where W  and B  are strongly orthogonal in the sense tha t [W, B] = 0. Note tha t we could 
not have incorporated this W  term in the Levy process Y  because it violates one of the 
conditions stated in Grandits &; Rheinlander (2002), i.e. Y  is allowed to have only one 
additional random factor which is independent of B. However, as we shall see later, the 
density process of QE for complicated models could be analyze using the techniques of 
the optimal martingale measure. The minimal entropy martingale measure for the general 
case when [W, B] = pdt, p £ [—1,1] has been solved by Rheinlander (2005). Furthermore, 
the entropy minimizer for the case where p =  0 has been evaluated and generalized 
by Hobson (2004). It is worth pointing out that both the authors Rheinlander (2005) 
and Hobson (2004) attacked the problem by means of the optimal martingale measure 
technique. Here we do not use the optimal martingale measure methodology. We however 
used a hint given in Grandits & Rheinlander (2002) tha t K  is (/—measurable and basic 
martingale techniques. To our knowledge, the method of calculating the minimal entropy 
martingale measure in this setting has not been highlighted previously. We feel that this 
approach is extremely flexible and simple as we saw earlier in the Brownian-Levy case 
and shall henceforth observe for the Brownian-Brownian framework.
Analogously to the previous section, define the deterministic function A \ := A(t,y)  as
"T a2 (Y3)A". = M t y ,  = E . Yt = y
For convenience, we also use the notation A t := A(t, Yt). Recall tha t the mean-variance 
tradeoff process K  :=  J  A2 d(M*) =  f  ^Tfrjdt.  Assume further tha t p := ^ is uniformly
bounded. Define T* := £ ( — fn dBs) so that dTt =  —Tt d M f  = —TtPtdBt . Z t can\ u °A*s) / 1
be neatly recast as
=  ce-*K* ftA t
Apply the Ito formula to Z  gives
dZt = c { - A te - i K‘d r t + r t d ( e - i K‘A t ) + d l r t , e - i K‘A t]}
= c { - A te - i K'T tPtdB t} +  cTt [ ~ p ( Y t )Atd t \
+cT‘e~ hKt +  T y W  ~ %))dt + \ l & A ^ dt + T y A tld W )
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This is because d 2 KtA t j^ =  — \p(Y t)A t +  e 2 KtdAt +  d[e , A]t and that
A{t,% )  = A(0Sa) + J  ^ s A ( s X ) d s  + J  ^ A { s , Y s) W - Y , ) ) d s
+l l ^ A('S’?a)72<is + C ^ A{S' ^ dWs
since the dt—terms are continuous processes with finite variation, we must have
r\
dZt = - Z tptdBt + c e - i K‘r t l r A ( t ,Y t )-ydWt
oy
= -Z tP tdBt  +  Z t dWt
A(t, Yt)
Define the function := 7^ | and so we get
dZt = Z t ( - ? Q Q d B t  +  Tif 'dW t)
\  <r(Yt) j
Again taking the uniqueness of solutions of the above stochastic differential equation for 
granted, we conclude tha t the unique solution to this SDE is given by the expression
Zt = S \ -  f  ^ Q d B , ) s ( [  TZ?‘d w )
\  Jo cr(Ya) J t \ J 0 J t
We can sum up our arguments by the following:
P ro p o sitio n  3.10 (Density process of for Brownian-Brownian). F ixT  > 0. Consider
the stock price process of the form
dSt = a(Yt )Stdt +  cr(Yt )StdB t 
dYt = a{(3 — Yt)dt +  'ydWt
where B  and W  are strongly orthogonal in the sense that [B,W] =  0. Furthermore the 
probability measure QE is given by
Z t  =  cexp J  AdS^j
Then the Radon-Nikodym density process Zt, t G [0,T] satisfies
t
where
dA
K,r :=9 .
A(t,Yt) 
with Zq =  1.
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C o ro lla ry  3.11. Let QE be given as above. Then
(z )  The process B ® := Bt +  f 0 p(Ys)ds, t G [ 0 , T ]  follows a Brownian motion under QE . 
(ii) The process W® :=  Wt — / g  l ^ sds, t G [0, T\ follows a Brownian motion under QE . 
(Hi) The processes B® and W® , t G [0, T] are independent.
(iv) The dynamics of ( 5 ,  Y ) under QE are given by
dSt = a(Yt)Stdt + a(Yt)StdBt 3^1 Qt E
where
Q
dYt = a ( ( 3 - Y t)dt + id W t
S t  : =  a { p  -  Y t ) + 7/cf'
dSt =  a(Yt )StdB?‘ 
dYt = Z tdt + 'ydW?
(v) The function A ( t , y) satisfies the following partial differential equation since for t G 
[o,n 2  is a martingale:
y) ~ \ Afo y)p2(y) + ^ A(*> y)<*(0 - y) + y) = 0
with the terminal condition A (T , •) =  1 Vz/ G K.
3.2.3 C onnection to  som e entropic m odels in the literature 
B echerer (2004). Becherer considered a model of the following form
dSt =  a(t, Yt)Stdt +  a(t, Yt )StdBt
dYt = Z i T , A j - i ) l i { Y t- )d H ii
where i , j  G y ,  a and a  are functions of class C 1 with respect to t G [0, T ] ,  denotes 
the indicator function on {z} and H  =  (H%i) is a multivariate point process. Using our 
framework, we can see tha t the function A(t, y) satisfies
' '  j t y
A (T , j )  = 1
for j  G y .  Performing an Euler transformation u(t,i) := log A(t, i) yields
d  u  _  1 9
ai «(<,*)- A (t,i)d t
so that A(T, •) =  1 =>■ u(T, ■) =  0 and we get the following differential equation
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for j  e . y  which is in complete agreement with equation (4.29) in Becherer (2004) when 
there there is no claim, c.f. Remark (6.4.2) from Steiger (2005).
B e n th  &z M ey er-B ran d is  (2005). The authors, occasionally abbreviated with B/MB 
from this time forth, investigated the density process of the minimal entropy martingale 
measure for the stochastic volatility model introduced by Barndorff-Nielsen Sz Shephard 
(2001). The dynamics of Y  takes the form
dYt =  -rjYtdt +  dLvt, Y0 =  y > 0
where L t is a pure jump subordinator, i.e. an increasing pure jump Levy process with 
no drift. As mentioned by B/MB, the key ingredient in the description of the density 
process of the minimal entropy martingale measure is the function H (t , y) defined as
where R+ =  (0, oo). Benth h  Meyer-Brandis remarked th a t their motivation for consid­
ering the function H(t, y) comes from portfolio optimization with an exponential utility 
function. They state tha t the difference between the value function of the utility maxi­
mization problem and the utility function itself can be represented as H (t , y) and can be 
seen by considering the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation of the stochastic control prob­
lem. As stated in their paper, the function H (t,y )  arises from the logarithmic transform 
of the value function in a similar fashion as demonstrated in Musiela Sz Zariphopoulou 
(2003). The function H (t ,y ) in their paper can be compared with the function A(t,y)  
defined in (3.2) of ours. B/MB do not assume that p is uniformly bounded so in this 
case, their results are more general compared to ours. However, the basic and central 
point of this chapter is to illustrate that B/MB introduced the density process of QE via 
the function H(t, y) while in ours, the function H (t , y) or its equivalence A (t , y), appears 
effortlessly.
Note that one has still to carry out the verification procedure to show that Z  is indeed 
the minimal entropy martingale measure.
H (t,y )  = Ep
Chapter 4
Martingale Representation 
Theorems
Our goal in this chapter is to establish two versions of the martingale representation 
theorem with respect to some enlarged filtration G which we shall state explicitly when 
the prerequisites are in place. We first deal with the representation involving a one-jump 
process and a Brownian motion. This problem was first solved by Kusuoka (1999) and 
reappeared in Bielecki &; Rutkowski (2002). We present an alternative proof of Kusuoka’s 
result while filling in the gaps of the proof given in Bielecki & Rutkowski (2002). The 
second martingale representation concerns that of the Quasi-Markov Additive processes. 
To our knowledge, it has not been highlighted previously.
D efinition 4.1. Let C k(M.n) be the space of all functions onM.71 whose partial derivatives 
of order < k all exist and are continuous and we set C°°(Rn) =  p|^° C fc(Mn). Furthermore 
we denote by C£°(Mn) the space of all C°° functions on Rn whose support is compact 
and contained in Rn .
4.1 Martingale representation involving l{r<t}
Let us denote by r  a non-negative random variable defined on a probability space 
(Q, £/,P), satisfying P (r  =  0) =  0 and P (r  > t) > 0 for any t G [0,T]. Define H  by 
Ht := l { T<t}  and denote by HI the associated filtration: Ht = <?{H3 : s < t). Let B  
be a Brownian motion and let F =  (Ft)te[o,T] be the filtration generated by B  i.e., 
Ft = a{Br : r  < t) .  Introduce the filtration G on (f2, Q, P) as
G =  i V F  i.e., Qt = 'Hi \j Ft for any t  G [0,T]. (4.1)
All filtrations are augmented to satisfy the usual conditions of right-continuity and com­
pleteness. Let M tH :=  H t —f 0 p sl { T>s}ds be the martingale associated with the one-jump 
process H. We make the following assumptions:
A ssum ption 4.2. The intensity fi of the random time r  is deterministic and bounded.
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A ssum ption  4.3. The filtrations F and HI are immersed in G.
P roposition  4.4. The collection of random variables of the form
n = l ,2 , . . .  | tu t2, [0,T], /  e  C |°( K2")} (4.2)
is dense in L2(</r,P).
Proof As a starting point, let Qn := a(B t l , B tn, H t l , H tn) so tha t V^Li Gn = Gt - 
Fix m  G Define Rn := Ep[m|£/n]. By Doob’s martingale convergence theorem,
Rn  —> m  a.s. and in L 2. Note that Rn £ Gn so by Doob-Dynkin’s Lemma we have
Rn =  gn(B ti: . . ,B tn,H t l , ..,H tn) for some measurable gn : R2n —► R. By Folland (1999, 
Chapter 8), we see tha t each such gn(Btl f .., B tn,H t l , .. ,H tn) can be approximated in 
L 2 (Q t,P) by functions / n(Bt l , ..:B tn,H t l , --,Htri) G ( ^ ( R 271). This in turn means that 
for each n, Rn can be approximated in L 2 (G t,P) by some f n {Btx  ^.. ,B tn,H t l , ••,#*„) G 
C£°(R2n), the statement follows. □
For a square integrable Gt ~measurable random variable A , i.e. X  G L2(P), define the 
G —martingale M  by M t := Ep[X|<7j. Since Gt  =  F t  V we are inspired to consider
a random variable X  of the following form
X  — exp
for deterministic step functions q and a bounded 7{t —measurable random variable D. 
Define the process L  as
Lt := £  ( ~  q(s)dB^j (4.4)
L em m a 4.5. L is a martingale with respect to the larger filtration G.
Proof The fact tha t L t G L1(P) for t G [0,T] follows from
Ep
£  \  L  q{s)dBs)
=  1 < oo
By Novikov’s condition, L  is an F —martingale, hence a G —martingale by the immersion 
property in Assumption 4.3. □
P ro p o sitio n  4.6. The set
( - j f  q(t)dBt^  d |  (4.5)
T  
with
D  :=  exp q2 ( t)d t\ D  e  P)
spans a dense subspace in L 2 (G t?P) where q are deterministic step functions.
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Proof. That the random variables of the form (4.5) are in L 2 (P) follows from
2
Ep
< C  exp
'  r p  \
~  Jo  q 2 ^ d t Ep exp I —2
T*
[  q(t)dBt 
Jo
since D  G Z/00(7£r)P)- Let L 1- G L 2 ( Q t  , IP) be orthogonal to all the random variables in 
equation (4.5). Then for any choice of q and D  G L°°(P),
Ep D e x p ( ^ J  q2 (t)d t\  Ep exp n I L 1- U T-  J  q{t)dBt 
EP | f  j f  q { t)d B ^  D L l  =  0
This implies tha t for q(t) =
Q(k) :=  EP [exp (fciB tl + ... + knB tJ  Lx | Wr] =  0 (4.6)
for all k =  ( f c i , kn) and n  G N. However the above equation (4.6) can be seen as 
EP[exp {k\Btx + .. .  +  knB tn) L*-1{t <T}]
p [r <T]
Ep[exp (k iB tl +  ... +  knB tn) L-l 1{t>T}]
P [t > T]
Here we used the fact tha t Tir  is generated by {r  < T } , { r  > T}.  Since the exponential 
function is analytic, it enjoys analytic continuation to the complex space Cn , in particular 
Q(iyi,iy2 , ••• j Wn) =  0 for y =  (yi, ...,yn) G Mn. Our aim now is to  investigate
/  f ( B tl , . . ,B tn,H t l , .., HtJL^-dP  =  Ep [ f(B t l ,.., B tn,H t l , Lx ]
Jn
for f  G C£°(M2n). First of, note that 
/(B ti, " iB tnXHt1 1 ..yHtn)
=  J  J  ' J f ( y i ’ - i y n , y n + i , ; y 2 n ) e t ( y i B t l + ' ’+ V n B t n + y n + l H t n + " y 2 n H t n ) d y i . . d y 2 n
2 n
(4.7)
where /  is the Fourier transform of /  and (yi, ..yn , yn+ i , y2n) £ ^ 2n- Hence 
'® v{f(B ti, . . ,B t„ ,H tI ,..,Ht„)L'L}
= EP ( /  J - - j T ( m , - - , y 2n) e ^ +lH^ +"+y^ H^ Q ( i y ) d y 1 ..dy2n)
-v —
2 71
=  0
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Hence L 1- is orthogonal to / ( B t l , .., Btn, H t l , .., Htn). From Proposition 4.4, /(•) is dense 
in L?(Qt , IP) so L 1- is orthogonal to a dense subset of L2(£/t,P). It follows that L1- =  0. 
From Steele (1991, p.210), we conclude that the set of random variables in (4.5) is dense 
in L 2(£T,P). □
Due to (4.3), X  can also be written as X  =  L t D  with D  defined in Proposition 4.6. 
Note that D  is 'Ht —measurable. Introduce the square-integrable H —martingale V
Vt := M D \H t]  = Ep[D] +  f  hsdM f
Jo
(4.8)
where h is H —predictable stochastic processes such tha t J  hd M H is square-integrable. 
The second equality in equation (4.8) is a consequence of the martingale representation 
theorem for the one-jump process associated to the filtration H, see Bielecki &; Rutkowski 
(2002, p. 131). By Assumption 4.3, M H is also a martingale under the enlarged filtration 
G. Clearly Vt  = D so that X  = L t Vt . The ltd  integration by parts gives
T  T
X  =  L0V0 + I  L tdVt + I  VtdLt + [L, V \T 
Jo Jo
= EP[5] + [  L t-htdM i* + [  VtL t {-q (t))dB t 
Jo Jo
Observe tha t [L, V] = 0  since the Brownian motion B, the process H  are strongly or­
thogonal to each other, i.e. (B , H ) = 0  since
[L, V}t =  <L°, V°)t + x ;  AL3AVs =  <L c, V*)t = 0
8< t
As L  is G —adapted, bt :=  —VtL tq(t) and ct := L th(t) are G —adapted stochastic pro­
cesses. X  can then be neatly recast as
X  =  Ep[£>] +  f  btdBt +  [  ctdMtH 
Jo Jo
Recall that M* := E p[A |^]. Since X  G L2(P) we have
(*) / - o \  (**)k ; 1^1) n (m)
Ep {[M ,M ]t } <  CiEpI sup (Aft) ) <  C2Ep [(A’t )2] <  oo
V f K ' f C T  /0 < t <
with the enumerations (i), (ii) and (in) owing to the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, 
Doob and X  G L2(P) respectively. Now
Ep[(X)2] =  const. +  Ep
' rT „ ' fT/  bfdt +  Ep
Jo Jo
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since the expectations of the cross terms vanish due to Lemma 2 and Theorem 36 of 
Protter (2004). Define the following spaces
C2 (B) := 
£ 2(M) :=
b2dt I <  oo
Because X  is square-integrable, we have that b G £?{B) and c G C2 (M)  where b and 
c are G —progressively measurable and G —predictable processes respectively. Since X  G 
L 2 (Qt ,F) is arbitrary, we can by Proposition 4.6 approximate X  G L 2 (Qt, P) by linear 
combinations X ^  of random variables of the form (4.5). Then for each n, we have
T  T
x (n) =  Ep[X(n)] +  [  b[n)dBt + I c[n)d M f  
Jo Jo
where
Ep /Vv* m8V
rp
[  (c tn )) 2/ ^ t l { r > t } d t
Jo Jo
< oo
The It6 isometry yields, for any m ,n  G N
f T
EP[X(n) -  X (m)]2 =  (EP[X(n) -  X (m)])2 + /  Ep(^n) -  b ^ f d t
Jo
+  [  EP(c£n) -  c[m))2 fjLt ^{T>t}dt 
Jo
— > 0 as n ,m  — ► 0
due to the fact tha t the expectations of the cross terms vanish by Lemma 2 and Theorem 
36 of Protter (2004). So {6^ n }^ and {c^n }^ are Cauchy sequences in C2 (B) and C2 (M) 
and thus converge to some b, c in C2 (B) and in C2 {M) respectively. Hence the spaces of 
stochastic integrals with respect to B  and M H given by
:= j J b d B  EP ( j f  b2t d t j <  OO
< ooe M“ :=  |  J c d M H E p N  <$nt l {T>t}dt 
are closed. Thus we get
X =  lim A-'”) =  lim |Ep[A-<">]+ f  b ^ d B t + f  A n)dMtH )
n —>oo n —>00 y J o  Jo J
Ji
=  Epps'] +  [  btdBt + [  a d M f  
Jo Jo
where the limit is taken in L 2 (Qt, P). Also note tha t the spaces of stochastic integrals 
@B and € M are orthogonal to each other since [B, M H] =  0. Summing up, we obtain
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T h eo rem  4 .7  (Kusuoka (1999)). Every square integrable (P ,G) —martingale M  admits 
the following representation
Mt  — Mo [  bsdBs +  f  c3d M ^  
Jo Jo
for some G —predictable stochastic processes b and c satisfying
-T
Ep
' rT '
/  M * < oo, Ep
Jo
/  c?/i*l{r>t}
Jo
dt <  00 (4.9)
Proof Let X  =  M t  and since M  is a square integrable martingale, we take conditional 
expectations and we are done. □
C oro lla ry  4.8. Every local (P ,G )—martingale M  admits the above martingale represen­
tation but (4.9) need not hold in this case.
4.2 Martingale representation for quasi-Markov addi­
tive processes
Let {Ct }0<t<T be a continuous time Markov chain on (fl,<7,P) with finite state space 
y  =  { l,....,m } . Let El =  ('htt)o<t<T =  < s < t ) , 0 < t < T  be the filtration
generated by this Markov chain. Let B  and Y  be stochastic processes living on (fi, Q, P) 
where B  is a Brownian motion and Y  a real valued pure jump process given by
Yt :=  /  /  9 {x)/*Y
JO J R
where g is measurable, deterministic and bounded while //y denotes the associated jump 
measure of Y  defined by
/zy(dt, dx) =  £  ^{AYa^ 0}8 {(SjAYs)}(dt>dx)
s > 0
We assume th a t the predictable P —compensator of /zy, denoted by z/y is given by
vy(dx, dt) := vct_ (dx)dt =  H l_v%(dx)dt (4-10)
i
where vl{dx) denotes the transition kernel in state i G y .  In addition, we work under the 
assumption th a t z/(M) < oo. Let F =  {Ft)t€[o,T\ be the filtration generated by B  and Y
i.e., Tt  =  a (B s ,Ys : s < t) .  We assume the filtration G is given by
G =  i V F  i.e., Qt = 'Ht \/ F t for any t G [0, T\. 
We make the following assumption
(4.11)
A ssu m p tio n  4.9. The filtrations F and El are immersed in G.
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Define 38n :=  B t l ,..., B tn, := Yt l ,...1Ytri and := Ct l , . . . ,C tn so that
=  (Bti: .. . ,B tn,Y t l , ...,Ytn,C t l , ...,Ctn)
P ro p o s itio n  4.10. The collection of random variables of the form
{ ! { ® n , & n , V n ) ,  n =  1 , 2 , t n e  [ 0 ,T ] ,  /  €  C “ ( R 3" ) }
is dense in L 2 (G t , IP).
Proof. As a starting point, let Gn := o{38n, $n, ^ n) so tha t \]°£=1 Gn = Gt = F t V 
Wy. Fix m G L2(C/t,P)' Define R n  : =  Ep[m|£7n]. By Doob’s martingale convergence 
theorem, R n  —► m a.s. and in L 2 . Note that G Gn so by Doob-Dynkin we have 
Rn = gn(&n, ^ n ,^ n )  for some measurable gn : R3n —► R. By Folland (1999, Chapter 
8), each gn G L2 by some / n G C'^°(E3n). This means tha t for each n, can be 
approximated in L 2 by some f n G CJ°(1R3n), the statement follows. □
For a square integrable G t~ measurable random variable X , i.e. X  G L 2 (P ) , define the 
G —martingale M  by Mt := Ep[X|</t]- Since =  T t  V 7^Tj we are inspired to consider 
a random variable X  of the following form
X  =  exp f -  f  q(t)dBt + f  [  p( t )g(x)pY(dt ,dx)  J D (4.12)
\  Jo Jo Jr J
where q,p are deterministic step functions, g is deterministic, measurable, bounded and 
some TLt ~ measurable random variable D  which is bounded. Define the process L  as
L t ~ s ( -  f  q(s)dBs + f  f  -  1 )(nY -  v r ) )  (4.13)
\  Jo Jo Jr J t
We get from Assumption 4.9 the following:
L em m a 4.11. L is a martingale with respect to the the larger filtration G.
Proof That L  is a martingale follows from Theorem 2.8. □
P ro p o sitio n  4.12. The set
| e ( ~ J o q(t)dBt + j f  -  l) (My -  ^ ) )  c j  (4.14)
with
D = exp £  q2 {t)dt + £  J (e,(f)9(l) -  1 )vCt.  (dx )d t\  D  e  L°°( P)
spans a dense subspace in L2(^j-,P) where q are deterministic step functions, g is bounded, 
deterministic and measurable.
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Proof. The random variables of the form (4.14) are in L 2 since p , q are deterministic step 
functions as well as D  G L°°{P). Let L 1- G L 2 (Q t , IP) be orthogonal to all the random 
variables in equation (4.14). Define o l t  := exp(—^  JQT q2 (t)dt — / QT f R(ep^ 9 — l)^y). 
Then VD G L°°(P),
Ep a TDEy> |  exp  ^j  q{t)dBt +  J p{t)dYt^  L l H t
Ep s  - f  q(t)dBt +  [  f  (ePW»(*) -  l ) ( / i y  -  I * ) )  D L  
J 0 i o  /  T
=  0
This implies tha t
Q(k) :=  Ep exp (k iB ^  +  ... +  knBtn +  kn+iY t^  +  ... +  k2nYtn) L _L H t =  0
where q(t) =  Y^i=i for k =  (fci,., fcn , fcn+ i , fc2n)- By
conditioning on every path, the above expression is a function and by analytic contin­
uation, we have Q =  0 on the complex space C2n, in particular Q (iy i,iy2 , •••,iy2n) — 0 
for y  =  (yi, . . . , 2/2n )  £ M2n. Recall that the Fourier inverse transform states that w(x) = 
f  w(r)etxrdr where w is the Fourier transform of w. We proceed to investigate
[ f{@ n ,&n ,C£n)LXdg' =  EP[ / ( ^ „ ,% ,% ) £ - L>
J Q
First of, note tha t
•, 2 /3n ) e x p ( i ( 7 r ( y ) ) ) d 2 / i . . . d y 37
3 n
where tt(?/) := y i ,.., ynB tn, yn+iY^ , •••, 2/2n*tn, 2/271+1 ^ , . . . ,  2/3nCtn and /  is the Fourier 
transform of / .  In addition, define W(y) := 2/1 £ t l , .,7/nRtn ,2/n+iy t l , . , 2/2n^tn- Hence
E p I / ^ n , ^ , ^ ) ^ ]  = Ep[EP[ / ( ^ n, ^ n, V tJ L ^ H t ]]
=  Ep(y y * ■ ■ y = o
3 n
Hence lA  is orthogonal to f ( & n, ^ n 5 ^n)- From Proposition 4.10, /(•) is dense in L 2 (Q t , P) 
so L1- =  0. From the fact of Hilbert space outlined in Steele (1991, p. 210), we conclude 
that the set of random variables in equation (4.14) is dense in L 2 (Qt, P)- D
From (4.12), X  can be written as X  = L t D. Note tha t D  is H t  measurable since 
vc_ (dx) is H —measurable. We call vc_ the transition kernel driven or modulated by the
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continuous time Markov chain. Denote U ^  as the martingale associated with transitions 
from i to j .  Introduce the square-integrable H —martingale
Vt :=  Er [D\nt] =  Ep[D] +  / V v  rf fd U ”
* 3
(4.15)
such that J  Y^i Y j  is square integrable for j .  The second equality in equation
(4.15) is a consequence of the martingale representation theorem of the Markov chain’s 
filtration H, see Norberg (2003). We make the following assumption:
A ssu m p tio n  4.13. The processes Y , B  and, C are strongly orthogonal to one another.
Clearly Vt  = D  so tha t X  =  L t Vt • The ltd integration by parts gives
T  T
X  = L 0 V0 + [  LtdVt +  f  VtdLt + [Z, V ]t  
J o Jo
■T rT
= Ep[ D ) (  t - 4 j dUij + [  Vt {-q{t)L t )dBt
J o  < j  J o
T
+  /  [  Vt-q(t)g(x)Lt- (n Y  -  vy)t 
JO J  R
First of, note tha t [L, V] =  0 due to Assumption 4.13. L  is G —measurable so that 
Pt := Lt-rft3, crt := Vt (—q(t)Lt ) and Wt (x) := Vt-q(t)g (x)L t-  are G —adapted stochastic 
processes. X  can then be neatly recast as
X  = Ep [D] +  f T V  V  f f id U ?  +  [ T atdBt +  [ T [  Wt (x)(fiY -  w ) t  
J o  i „• J o  J o  j  R
Recall that M t :=  Ep[A’|^ t]. Since X  G L 2 {P) we have
(*) / («)w 0\ w  r ,  (m)Ep{[M ,M ]t } < CiEP( sup M 2) < C2Ep[Xf.] <  oo
0 < t < T
where the enumerations (i),(ii) and (in) are due to the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy in­
equality, Doob and X  G L2(P) respectively. Define the following spaces
C2 (B) := 
C2 (U) := 
C2 (Y)  :=
Ep ( j  b2dt j  <  oo
W
I  <
Ep ( [  [  (Wt (x))2 vCt_(dx)dt
\ J o J r
oo
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Since X  G L2(P) we have G C2 (U), a G C2 (B) and W G £ 2(T). The expectations 
of the cross terms vanish due to Lemma 2 and Theorem 36 of Protter (2004). Since 
X  G L 2 (Qt, P) is arbitrary, we can by Proposition 4.12 approximate X  G L 2 (Qt, P) by 
linear combinations X ^  of random variables of the form (4.14). Then for each n, we 
have
X<"> = E,[X<">] + [ T J 2 Y l iPitUn)dUtj + [ T aln)dBt + f  f  W ^ \x )(ixY -  ^ )«  
J o  i 4 J o  J o  J r1 j
The Ito isometry yields, for any m, n  G N
EP[X(n) -  J?(m>]2 — ► 0 as n ,m  — ► 0
by similar reasoning since the expectations of the cross terms vanish due to Lemma 2 and 
Theorem 36 of Protter (2004). We fetch our original problem to see tha t a^n\  W^n\ x )  
and are Cauchy sequences in C2 (B), in C2 (Y)  and in C2 (U) respectively and thus
converge to some predictable processes cr, Wt(x) and in C2(B ), in C2 (Y)  and in C2 (U)
respectively. Hence the spaces of stochastic integrals given by
Qb  := |  J a dB  | Ep <  oo^
Q c  := I [  J 2 J 2 ^ j d U i j E«* I I  E E W ^ V ^ *  j <  00
mT
Q r '■= { I I  Wt (x)(iiY - v y ) t  I Ep I I I (W t{x)YvCtA d x )d t  I < oo[  [  f — vy)t ( [  f  ( ))2 _{dx)
J Jr  I l i o  J r
are closed. Thus we get 
X  =  lim J f(n)
I T  T
= ( EPpf(n)] + I  EE + jf c[n)dB t
+  [  (  W$n){x){iiY ~ v y ) i \
Jo J r  j
=  Ep[X] +  / E E P td U ?  + f T atdBt + f  [  Wt(x)(pY -  V Y ) i  
Jo „• „• Jo Jo J r
with the limit being taken in L 2 (Q t , P). Also note that the spaces of stochastic integrals 
QB, QC and QY defined above are mutually orthogonal to each other since [B,C] = 
[R, Y] =  [C, Y] =  0. Summing up, we obtain
T h eo rem  4.14. Every square integrable (P, G)—martingale M  admits the following rep­
resentation
Mt — Mo + / ' E E * «  +  f ° s d B s + f  f W t i x X j t Y - v y ) .
Jo ,• Jo Jo Jr
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for some G —predictable stochastic processes ^ , cr and W  satisfying 
»r
Ep
i j
* ( T '
< oo, Ep /  cr t dt < oo
Jo
Ep
T
[  [  W ?(x)vCt_(dx)dt
JO J R
< OO.
(4.16)
Proof. This is now trivial. Let X  = M t  and since M  is a square integrable martingale, 
we take conditional expectations and we are done. □
C oro lla ry  4.15. Every locally square-integrable (P ,G) —martingale M  admits the the 
above martingale representation but (4.16) need not hold in this case.
Chapter 5
Esscher Transforms and Entropy 
for Hazard Processes
5.1 One-jump process H  and asset model
Let us denote by r  a non-negative random variable defined on a probability space 
( 0 ,0 ,P), satisfying P (r  =  0) =  0 and P (r > t) > 0 for any t G [0,T]. Define H  by 
Ht :=  l{r<t} denote by H the associated filtration: Ht =  &(HS : s < t). Let B  
be a Brownian motion and let F =  (Tt)te[o,T] he the filtration generated by B  i.e., 
T t — a(B r : r < t ) .  Introduce the filtration G on (O, £/,P) as
be the martingale associated with the one-jump process H  where fi is the deterministic
hold, i.e. the filtrations F and H are immersed in G. Recall tha t we consider S  as the
with discounted price constant at 1. To exclude arbitrage opportunities, our stock price 
process S  must be a semimartingale of the form S  =  So +  M  +  /  Ad(M, M )  where M  is a 
locally bounded local martingale null at zero and some predictable process A. We further
G =  HI V F i.e., Qt =  Ht V Tt  for any t  G [0,T\.
All filtrations are augmented to satisfy the usual conditions of right-continuity and com­
pleteness. Let
and bounded intensity of the random time r . Let the conditions of Assumption 4.3
discounted price of a risky asset in a financial market which contains a riskless asset
rp
assume K t  ’■= f 0 Agd (M, M )s < oo P —a.s.. By Corollary 4.8 we may write M  as
for some G —predictable stochastic processes bM and cM.
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5.2 Change of probability measure
By Proposition 2.16, the density process Z  := *jfp\g is given by the Doleans Dade 
exponential process
Z  = s ( -  J XdM + L j
where L  and [M, L] are local P —martingales. Since L is a local martingale we may write 
as a consequence of Corollary 4.8
L = L 0 +  J bLdB  +  j  cLd M
for some G —predictable stochastic processes bL and cL.
P ro p o sitio n  5.1 (Equivalent martingale measure). Let Q be a probability measure 
whose density process Z  := is given by the Doleans Dade exponential process
Z  =  £ (— f  XdM  +  L) where L and [M, L] are local P —martingales. Define p® := (1 +  
cL — XcM)p. Then the following processes 1 . B® := B t — /g (&£ — ^ub^)du, 2 . M J* =  
~  Jo ore local Q-martingales.
Proof. To see tha t B® and are local Q —martingales, it suffices to check that the 
products B® Z  and M®Z  respectively are local P —martingales.
1.
& ?Zt =  f  Zu-dB® +  f  B®-dZu +  [Z, B %
J  o Jo
=  f  Zu-d B u +  f  Bu- Z u- ( t f  - \J>M)dBu 
J o  Jo
+ f  Bu- Z u-(c^ -  \ ucM)dMu 
Jo
2.
M ?Zt =  f  M®_dZu +  f  Zu-d M 2  +  [M®,Z]t 
J o  Jo
=  f  -  Au6 f  )dBu +  [  M 2_Zu- ( b i  -  \ ub™)dMu
J o  Jo
+ f  Z„_(c£ -  K ci?)dM u 
Jo
Note that M ? and Z_ are adapted processes which are left continuous with right limits 
hence they are locally bounded processes (page 166, Protter (2004)). Since they are locally 
bounded, we have tha t ZB®  and M®Z  and are local martingales since they are stochastic 
integrals with respect to local martingales, see Theorem 29, Chapter IV of Protter (2004). 
To finish off the proof, we note that the integrators are local P-martingales. □
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P ro p o s itio n  5.2. Let Q E A ie. Then the random variable Z  evaluated up to T  A t  can 
be written as
/  p T A r  p T A t
Z t a t  =  exP ( J  (bt ~  Xtb f ) d B t -  J  {c\ -  Xtcf)/j ,tdt
-j p T  A t  p T  A t  \
-  2  J  ( t f  ~ W F f d t  + J  log(l + 4 -  \ tc™)dHt j
(5.1)
Proof. We first evaluate S (N )  where N  = — J  XdM  +  L  hence
K  := [  (bi - K b“ )dBu + [\< *  -  K<%)dMu
JO Jo
so tha t from the Doleans-Dade exponential we know that
£ (N ) t = exp ( Nt -  \  (N, N ) i ]  J ]  (1 +  A N u) exp(-A iVt)
'  '  U < t
Observe tha t A N t =  (cE — Xtc%I )AHt so inserting the appropriate quantities yields 
equation (5.1). □
We seek to find L  via bL and cL such that the corresponding martingale measure Q has 
the form of equation (2.1) and further proceed to carry out the Verification Procedure 
outlined in Section 2.2.
5.3 Entropic equation involving a one-jump process
Theorem 2.7 provides an equation which is our starting point to identify the minimal 
entropy martingale measure:
T h eo rem  5.3. The strategy (j)E and the constant cE in equation (2.1) satisfy the follow­
ing equation
r T A t  -| /* T A t  / • T A t
E
p i  T I p i  T  p i  T
+  J  +  J  4>fx t (b ^ )2dt + J  (f>fXt {c ^ ) 2p tdt
p T  A t
+  /  (ct ~  x tc™ -  (j)fc^)iitdt 
Jo
p T A t  p T A t
= {bi -  At6 f  -  4>f b?)dB t + /  ( l o g +  (5.2)
Jo Jo
where bL and cL have to be chosen such that
bMbL =  - c McLn  (5.3)
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Proof. From Proposition 2.16, we see that L  and [M , L ] are local P —martingales. Observe 
that
/••AT / 'A T
[ M , L U r =  /  b ? b U t +  c fc fd tf*  (5.4)
Jo Jo
We further know from Dellacherie h  Meyer (1980) VII.39 tha t the predictable bracket 
process
/••At  / - A t
(m , l ).At =  b™ btd t+  c ^ 4 „ tdt
Jo Jo
exists, since M  and L  are locally bounded. However (M, L) = 0 because [M, L] is a local 
martingale. We therefore get equation (5.3). Equating equations (2.1) and (5.1) yields 
equation (5.2). □
5.4 Entropy minimizing candidate for one-jump pro­
cess
Let us consider the following stock price process
dSt
S t-
— atdt -f- btdBt +  ctdMt  (5*5)
where the real-valued functions a, b > 0 and c > — 1 are deterministic but are in general 
time-inhomogenous. We also assume that they are bounded. Given the price process (5.5) 
and our fundamental entropy equation (5.2), we see tha t this corresponds to b^ 1 = btSt- , 
c f  = ct S t -  and
At =  at
S t - i t f  +  P t C t )
Define A* := XtSt-  and 4>t =  (j)^St~. Let us introduce some further notations.
D efin ition  5.4.
1. Let K  :=  { 0 , 1 }
2. The space C f :=  C&([0,T] x {0,1}) consists of continuous bounded functions u : [0,T] x 
{0,1} R.
3. For any u G C f , Ut := u(t, •) : K —> M.
4. For any u G C f , A ut := u (t , Ht) — u (t , Ht~).
We work with the ansatz tha t there exists a smooth function u G such that
log(l +  cf -  Atct ) -  fact = u ( t , H t) -  u(t, Ht- )  ( 5 . 6 )
and set
u(T  A  t ,  h) = 0 ,  / i G / C  ( 5 . 7 )
With these, we can then write
/ • T A t  ^  ^  p T  A t  q
j Q (log(l +  c \  -  Xtct ) -  $tct)dHt =  -  J  — u (t ,H t- ) d t - u { 0 ,H o )  ( 5 . 8 )
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We then rewrite the minimal entropy martingale measure equation (5.2) as
cE +  u(0, H0) 
rT/KT ( ft 1 ^
=  L
+<?tAt6? +  (cf -  A* -  fact +  At J tc?)^t} dt
pT A t
+  /  ( b ^ - { X t + $ t)bt)dB t (5.9)
Jo
To ensure tha t the RHS of equation (5.9) is non-stochastic, one possible avenue is to 
choose
^ u ( t ,  H t_ ) +  -  Atbt )2 +  At$ tb2t +  (cLt -  Atct -  4>tct +  =  0 (5.10)
as well as
b f  = bt (Xt + $t) (5.11)
Inserting the orthogonality equation (5.3) into (5.11) yields
=  -A t -  (5.12)
We also get from our ansatz (5.6) that
cf =  exp(Aut +  fact) +  Atct -  1 (5.13)
We see tha t fa , b^ and cf are functions of ut. Introduce
gh(t, ut ) :=  i ( 6 f  -  At6t)2 -f Xtfab} +  (cf -  \ tct -  fact +  A t facf)Ht (5.14)
and arrive by (5.10) at a system of two coupled ordinary differential equations for u of 
the form
— u(t,h) + gh(t,u t) = 0 (5.15)
u(T, h) = 0 for every h G {0,1}
The next proposition is due to Rheinlander Sz Steiger (2006).
P ro p o s itio n  5.5 (Rheinlander Sz Steiger, 2006). Let u G C[^  such that Au is bounded.
Then u uniquely defines a function cl solving equation (5.13) after inserting (5.12).
Furthermore cl, <j) and bi, are bounded.
Proof. Following the lines of Corollary 3.4 in Rheinlander &; Steiger (2006) □
The next question which naturally arises is that of the existence of u. The following 
theorem provides an existence result:
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T h eo rem  5.6. Let us consider the differential equation with boundary condition:
r \
Q£u(t, h) + gh(t, ut) =  0 (5.16)
u (T , h) =  0 (5.17)
for every h E JC. We shall assume that g is a Lipschitz-continuous function in the second 
argument, uniformly in t , i.e. there exists a constant c < oo such that Vt E [0,T]
|g(t, wt ) -  g(t, zt) | < c\wt -  zt | (5.18)
Then there exists a unique solution u E C&([0,T] x {0,1}) which solves the boundary 
problem (5.16)-(5.17). It can be written as
rT
u ( t ,h ) =  / gh(s ,us)ds for every h E 1C
Proof. Note tha t
fTu(t,h) = j  gh(s ,u3)ds
solves the boundary problem (5.16)-(5.17). Introduce the operator $  : Cb([0, T] x {0,1}) —► 
Cb([Q,T] x {0,1}) which is defined as follows:
fT3>[u](i, h) := / gh(s,u3)ds for every h E K,
Then the above equation is simply $[u] =  u and any solution to this equation must be a 
fixed point of Let us consider the norm
||u ||l := sup e“ L(T -t)|u(t, /i)|
( t ,/i)e [o ,T ]x { o ,i}
which is equivalent to the supremum-norm Wu]]^ . Due to condition (5.18), we obtain for 
u , v e  C f,
e - L(T-V \$[u}(t,h )-$[v](t ,h )\
(gh{s, us) -  gh(s, vs))di
T
J r |gh(s, us) -  gh(s, us)|e_L(T_s)eL(T_s)ds< e - W - Q
<  e ~ L(T ~ t ^c\\u — v \ \ l  J e L T^ ~ s^ds
< c llu~ 'V h (l  - e - ^ - * ) )1J
< § II« * -« IIl
for all t E [0, T] and h E {0,1}. Thus $  is a contraction on the normed space (C^, || • ||) 
with contraction constant c/ l  with L > c. Therefore there exists a unique fixed point 
u E Cft ([0,T] x {0 ,1 } )  which satisfies ( 5 . 1 6 ) - ( 5 . 1 7 ) .  □
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However, the function g defined in equation (5.14) is in general not Lipschitz continuous. 
In the following we shall work on several aspects so tha t Theorem 5.6 can be invoked.
Step 1: Local Lipschitz continuity of the function g. This part will be devoted to show 
that gh(t,ut)  is locally Lipschitz continuous in the second argument. In the following 
equations, we drop the index h. It can be shown that equation (5.14) can be written as
9 ( t , u t )  =  \ ( -  (At 6t ) 2^  +  ( c L ( t , u t ) -  ( M e t ) 2') V t
I c+Vt — V t M c 2 \  t  / n 
+  1 --------------  J CtHtc (t ,u t ) (5.19)
Lem m a 5.7. For u, v G C f, there is a constant K** such that
|g(t ,u t) - g ( t , v t )| < K**\cL{t,ut) -  cL(t ,v t ) \
Proof From equation (5.19), we see that (recall that we drop the index h, otherwise it 
would have been gh(t,ut))
g (t ,u t) -  g (t,v t ) = - i^bf) (cL(t'Ut^ 2 ~ c^L^ Vt^ 2
+(cL(t,u t ) -  cL(t,vt ))vt 
ctvt Vt^t M
so that
\g(t,ut) -  g(t,v t )\ < -
b2t
{cL( t ,u t) -  cL(t,v t ))
I(c (t ,u t)) ~ ( c  (t , v t )y
2 \ b t  )
+lit\cL{t,ut) -  cL(t,v t )I 
ctVt(ctVt ~  VtMc2)+ |cL(t ,u t ) -  cL(t,vt ) I
but by the elementary identity x 2 —y 2 < 2max(|:r|, |y|)|:r — j/|, we obtain 
\g(t,ut ) ~ g(t,v t )| < K**\cL(t ,u t) -  cL(t,v t )| 
for some K** due to the boundedness of 6, p  and c. □
Before we state our next exposition, note that the function /  : R —> R defined by f ( x )  =  
e _1/x is increasing in x. To see this, note tha t f '{x )  =  (ex (x — 1) +  \ ) x ~ 2 > 0 for all x 
since ex > 0 for all x  so that ex (x — 1) > 0 when x > 1 and ex (x — 1) < 0 when x  < 1.
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L em m a 5.8 (Local Lipschitz continuity of g). For (t , h) £ [0, T] x {0,1} fixed, cL{t,ut) 
is locally Lipschitz-continuous with respect to the second argument, uniformly with respect 
to t £ [0, T].
Proof. Our aim is to show that for any K  > 0, there exists a constant L k  such that for 
fixed (t , h ) £ [0, T] x {0,1} we have
|cL(t,u t ) -  cL(t,v t )| < L K \ut -  vt \ (5.20)
such that 11u — ulloo <  y  for all u, v £ C f . For this purpose we consider ut = vt + zdt so 
that ut — Vt = zdt where 9 £ C^ with ||0||oo =  y  and z  £ [0, !]• Our goal now is to show 
that there is a constant K 2 such tha t for all z £ [0,1]
\cL(t,v t -\-z0t) -  cL(t,v t )| < K 2 \z6 t \ < K 2 \\z6 \l 
Recall tha t cL(t, u t) =  exp(Aitt -f fact) +  Atct — 1 so that
(5.21)
|cL{t,vt +  z 0 t ) -  cL(t,v t )| =  \e*tCt (eAv*+zA9* -  eAvt)
ezA0t -  1 
zA 0 t
< A’*||zA0||oo< 2^*11^11
zA9t
for some constant K* due to the boundedness of <j),c,v,6 . Hence one concludes that 
gh{t,ut) is locally Lipschitz-continuous in ut. □
Step 2: Passing from local to global Lipschitz via a truncation function. Define a trunca­
tion function k : [0, T] x R h  such that
K.(t, x) =  max(min(C(T — t),x), —C (T  — t))
for some constant C > 0 so that the function k truncates ut in the sense
K,{t,ut ) := max(min (C(T -  t ) ,u t) , —C (T  — t))
We now define the function
g{t,ut) '.= g{t,K{t,ut))
Note that n takes values in a compact interval [—C (T  — t) ,C (T  — £)] and g is defined 
on a compact set. Hence we conclude that local Lipschitz continuity of g in ut passes to 
global Lipschitz continuity of g in ut.
Step 3: Solution with g and also that of g. We conclude that there exists a unique bounded 
solution u  for (5.16)-(5.17) with g instead of g. Moreover u is the fixed point of $  
defined with g instead of g. We shall now show that there exists a constant C  such 
that V(t,h) £ [0,T] x {0,1},
\u(t,h)\ < (T  — t)C
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To prove that u(t,h) < (T  — t)C, we fix an arbitrary (t,h) G [0,T] x {0,1}. Fix a C. 
Define the random variable 7r as
tt : =  inf{s G [t, T]|u(s, H s) <  (T -  s)C} A T
Then u (s ,H s) > (T — s)C  for all s G [t, 7r) and u(7r,Hn) < (T — 7r)C. Since u(s ,H s) > 
(T  — s)C  for all s G [t, 7r) we get that A k  = 0 (An := A u  if k, = u  or 0 otherwise) so that 
c l ( a c ( s ,  u s ) )  is bounded by some constant and that consequently Vs G [£, 7r), g(s , us) < C\ 
for some C\. It results that
u(t, h ) =
<
One can then choose C > C \  and we are done. Analogously, one can define
7r := inf{s G [t,T]\u(s, H s) > - ( T  -  s)C} A T
and proceed by the same lines to show that g(s ,u s) > —C\. This gives us \u(t,h)\ < 
(T  — t)C. We then conclude that K(t,u(t,h)) = u(t,h)  and therefore g(t,u t) =  9 {t,ut). 
Hence u also solves the system of differential equations (5.16)-(5.17) with g this time 
round.
5.5 Entropy minimizing martingale measure for a one- 
jump process
Having proved the existence of a solution to the differential equations (5.16) and (5.17) 
we can thus determine the triplet (<p,cL,bL) which solves equation (5.2).
T h eo rem  5.9. The density process Z E associated with defined by
is the density process of the minimal entropy martingale measure.
Proof.
S tep  1: QE is an equivalent probability measure. We shall check the conditions of The­
orem 2.8. Let the local martingale N  be
f TJ  gh(s ,us)ds
J gh(s ,u3)ds + J gh(s ,u s)di
J gh(s ,u3)ds +  £(71-,# ^ )
( tt -  t)C i +  (T -  7t)C
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We have to show that the process U defined by
2
Ut = “  f  ( X u b u - b i )  du
"t" I 1 "I" lo^ ^1 AyCy “I” 1 “I” AyCy C^  |  <fflU
J  o
admits a predictable compensator A. To see this note tha t
J r |(1  ^ u cu  ~b Cu ) l o g ( l  AUCU +  Cu ) -f- \ u Cu c j  f l u %^T-~>uy d u  <  o o
since Au,c, cL,/i and the indicator function I p j  are all bounded. Prom Theorem II.1.28
of Jacod Sz Shiryaev (2003), this implies the integrability of (1 — AtzCu +  C^) log(l — \ uCu + 
cu) +  A^Cu — c£) =: j( t )  with respect to the martingale associated with the one-jump 
process M  and
n t  r t  p t
/  j(u )dM u =  /  j(u)dH u -  /  j(u)fiu l { T>uydu 
Jo Jo Jo
This yields tha t the compensator A  of U is given by
At =  — J" ^AU6U du
~b J '  |  AyCy ■(" cu j  log ^1 A^c^ ■(■ -)■ A^c^ cu |  fiudu
A  is obviously predictable. That Ep [exp (.Atat)] < oo is obvious since cL, <j) and bL are 
bounded.
S tep  2: We want to show I(Q E ,F) < oo. We have that
»T At
=  Ei
=  Eqe 
Our aim is to show that
c +
c +
A
/ 'Jo
j f  ^ ( o t S , tdt +  btS tdBt +
E
/ • T  A t
Jo
A
S t-
=  0
since this implies /  (Q ^ P )  =  c, which is finite from previous section. We define
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it follows from Girsanov’s theorem that f  bdB +  f  b ^Xb — bL j^ dt and f  cdM® are local
QE—martingales, where M®E :=  H  — f QAr fi®E dt. In fact they are square integrable 
QE—martingales since their quadratic variations are QE —integrable. This is because
Ep J  cdMQE, J  cdM®' =  Ep
= Ep 
< oo
dt
since c, jj, and Ac — c L  + 1  are bounded. The dynamics of S  under QE can then be written 
as
fiJt
since we have
^  =  btdBt +  bt ( x tbt -  &tL) dt +  ctd M f
a t  -  b t  ( x t b t  - b ^ + c t  ( A t c t  -  c f )  / i t l [ T> t ]
=  A* {b\ +  Ct/ifl[T>t]) -  bt ( \ tbt ~  bf )  +  ct (Atct -  c f )  /xt l[r>t]
=  btb^ +  ctc f /itl[T>t]
=  0
where the last line follows from the orthogonality condition (5.3).
S tep  3: Before we proceed, we consider the following stochastic differential equation:
dZf =  k Z ld M
where Mt := Ht — JqAt fisds and some deterministic function k. The solution of this SDE 
is given by
Zj. — exp (1 ku) dHu ^  kufiyidu^
From the above SDE, Z l  is an adapted process which is cadlag, so that Z l  is locally 
bounded (page 166, Protter (2004)). Since z\_ is locally bounded, we have that Z t is 
a local martingale (Theorem 29, Chapter IV of Protter (2004)). Further observe that 
Z t > 0 so tha t Z* is a supermartingale. Hence one gets
1 = Ep[Zg] > Ep[z/] =  Ep
= Ep
>
exp (^ J l o g ( l  +  ku)dHu -  J kufiudv}j 
jexp (1 "I- ) dHu J ' kujjLul[T>t]du
exp J kuiiudu^j Ep exp l o g (1 +  ku) dHu
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Rearranging one gets
Ep exp ( /  log (1 +  ku) dHz < exp ( j kufiudu (5.22)
Now, we proceed to the actual verification for Step 3. We would like to show that f  <j)EdS  
is a true QE—martingale. Recall that (j>E is defined in the fundamental entropic equation 
(5.2). According to Proposition 2.9, this can be accomplished if we can find some (3 > 0, 
such that
»TAr
Ep exp</3
p i  T
Jo
< oo.
Define S := sup H^Hl00 • From the boundedness of b, c, fi we have
exp V I t^d^ tEp
= Ep 
< oo
exp
by the bound obtained in equation (5.22) together with (3 := (2S2) 1 . □
Hence we conclude tha t QE fulfills all the conditions to being the entropy minimizing 
martingale measure for a one-jump process with a Brownian component.
5.6 Esscher martingale transforms for a one-jump pro­
cess
An additional approach to option pricing for models that are incomplete has been related 
to the mathematical construction of the Esscher martingale transform. As explained in 
Kallsen Sz Shiryaev (2002) there are two different Esscher martingale measures namely 
the Esscher martingale transform for the exponential process and the Esscher martin­
gale transform for the linear process. It has been shown in Esche Sz Schweizer (2005) 
that for exponential Levy models, the minimal entropy martingale measure and the 
Esscher martingale transform for the linear process coincides. The study of Esscher mar­
tingale measure transforms for general semimartingales has been carried out by Kallsen 
Sz Shiryaev (2002). The intent of this section is to analyse the Esscher martingale mea­
sure for the one-jump process. We start with giving basic definitions from Kallsen Sz 
Shiryaev (2002). If AT is a semimartingale, then L (X )  represents the set of predictable 
A —integrable processes.
D efin ition  5.10. We denote by M.\oc the class of all local martingales.
D efin ition  5.11. For any real-valued semimartingale X  with X q.=  0, we call X  := 
£(exp(X)) the exponential transform of X .  Conversely we call X  := log(£(X)) the log­
arithmic transform of any real-valued semimartingale X .
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Recall tha t a real-valued semimartingale X  is called special if it can be written as X  =  
X q+ M + A  for some local martingale M  and some predictable process A  of finite variation, 
null at 0. In other words, X  is a special semimartingale if there exists a predictable process 
A  such tha t X  — Xo — A  G M.\oc-
D efinition 5.12. Let X  be a real-valued semimartingale. X  is called exponentially special 
i fe x p (X  — Xo) is a special semimartingale.
D efinition 5.13. L e tX  be a real-valued semimartingale. A predictable process A  is called 
the exponential compensator of X  i fe x p (X  — Xq — A) G M.\oc-
D efinition 5.14. The Laplace cumulant process K x (d) of X  in d is defined as the 
compensator of the semimartingale £(exp( f  ddX)).
D efinition 5.15. The modified Laplace cumulant process K x (d) of X  in t i  is the loga­
rithmic transform o f K x {d), i.e. K x {d) := log(£(RTx (i9))).
5.6.1 Specification of the m odel
Denote by r  a non-negative random variable satisfying P ( r  =  0) =  0 and P (r > t) > 0
for any t G M+. Introduce the one-jump process Ht :=  l{r<t} and denote by H the
associated filtration: TLt • &{Hs : s < t). We further assume th a t the one-jump process 
has deterministic intensity Let B  be a Brownian motion. B  generates F. Let G =  HVF
i.e., Qt = Ht V Tt  for any t G [0,T]. All filtrations are augmented to satisfy the usual 
conditions of right continuity and completeness. We consider the price process S  of the 
form
St = exp (X t) (5.23)
where ft  ft  ft
X t  := /  asds +  /  bsdBs +  / csdHs (5.24)
Jo Jo Jo
The functions a, b and c ^  0 are assumed to be deterministic up to t A r , continuous and 
bounded but can possibly be time-inhomogeneous. Recall tha t the jumps of the processes 
X  and H  are related by A X t = ctAHt  and therefore from Theorem II.2a in Jacod Sz 
Shiryaev (2003), the semimartingale characteristics of X  are given by (J3, C, v) satisfying
f t  ft ft
Bt — I OgdSj Ct — / bsdBs, i/t — /
Jo Jo Jo
We can state the following:
Lem ma 5.16. Let d G L (X ) be such that f  ddX  is exponentially special. The modified 
Laplace cumulant process of X  in d evaluated up to t A t  is then given by
t A rfZ/\T
K x ( d ) t AT = / Hx {d)sds
Jo
where
KX (d)t = atd t +  +  (eCt1?t -  l ) l {T>t}pt (5.25)
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Proof. This is immediate from the semimartingale characteristics outlined above and an 
application of Theorem 2.18-(1) in Kallsen k  Shiryaev (2002). □
Our approach begins by finding the solution evaluated up to t A r  as described in 
Theorem 4.1 of Kallsen k  Shiryaev (2002) and Jacod k  Shiryaev (2003, Theorem VII.28) 
to the equation
K x (d + 1 ) - K x (d) = 0 (5.26)
Suppose now th a t there is a  solution i?* to equation (5.26) and suppose that
G*At := exp ( 7  ■dldXs -  K x (d*)tAf )  (5.27)
is a martingale (GftAr)o<t<Ti then we can define a probability measure Q** by
^  =  exp ( £ AT 4 d X t -  ^ ( i ^ t a t )  (5.28)
The measure Q** is then called the Esscher martingale transform for the exponential 
process ex . If no such exists, we say the Esscher martingale transform for ex  does 
not exist. It follows from Theorem 4.1 of Kallsen k  Shiryaev (2002) that the density in 
(5.28) defines an equivalent local martingale measure for ex .
5.6.2 E xistence and m artingale conditions for the exponential 
Esscher m artingale transforms
The aim of this section is two-fold. First we single out conditions such tha t there ex­
ists a bounded solution to equation (5.26). We then further show that the process 
(GJAt)o<*<t  defined in equation (5.27) is a martingale.
From equation (5.26), one sees that we are required to find a solution'd** to the equation 
+  1) +  +  l ) 2 +  (e<*«+1>* -  1 )ih = dtdt + ifc2(tft )2 +  (e* *  -  l)p t (5.29)
Simplifying the above we present 
L em m a 5.17. Define the following
/(# )  :=  at +  ^ b\ , g(d) := -  eCt^ {eCt -  1 )fit
Then there exists a unique bounded function ^  : [0,T] —► E  with $1 := ti$(t) solving 
equation (5.29).
Proof. By hypothesis a and b are bounded hence /  is bounded. Also, g'(rf) =  — — 
(eCt -  l)fit cteCt* <  0, g{ —oo) =  oo and g(oo) =  —oo. This means that g is decreasing 
and continuous so we conclude that there exists a value $1 such that p('dj) =  /('djj). To 
see tha t is bounded, note that since g is decreasing, the inverse function g~1 exists so 
that y - 1(sup0<t<T / )  <  tfjj < g-'iinfoKtKT /)• □
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Having proved the existence of , we now turn our attention to proving that the process 
(G|!AT)o<i<T defined in equation (5.27) is a martingale.
Lem m a 5.18. Let
•tA r
I tA r
pZ/\T
N}A t := 4 d X , - K x ( ^ ) t 
Jo
and
Opt A t  p t A r  >' d \d X s -  /  Kx (d)sds o Jo j
Then (<jj!AT)o<t<r is a martingale.
Proof. Observe tha t G\At can be written as
G»At = e ( f o 0 % d B ,  + ( e ^ *  -  l )  dMs)  (5.30)
since J0tAr/i5l {r>5}ds =  /*  fisl { T>3yds =  f*Ar fisds where Mt := H t -  f* AT fads. To 
prove this Lemma, we invoke the integrability condition of Theorem 2.8. We have to 
show that
-j p t A r  ^  p tA r
UtAT := -  J  (^J6s)2ds +  J  ( e x p J c a -  (exp(i9jca) -  1 ))dHs 
admits a predictable compensator A  such that Ep[exp(>brAT)] <  oo. Observe that
p tA r
/  |(exp(tfjcs)tf|c5 -  (exp(tfjcs) -  1)| fisds < oo 
Jo
since c and fi is bounded. From Jacod & Shiryaev (2003, Theorem II.1.2.8) we con­
clude that (exp($Jcs)$5cs — (exp($Jcs) — 1)) is integrable with respect to M  so that the 
predictable compensator is given by
•i p t A r  p tA r
AtAr =  2  Jq { d % )2ds +  j  (exp(i?Jcs)tf Jcs -  (exp($ % )  -  1 )fjt8ds 
The fact that Ep[exp(j4TAr)] < oo is obvious due to the boundedness of c, b and //. □
5.6.3 M ain result on Esscher m artingale transform
Having the existence of solutions verified and integrability conditions of martingale en­
sured, we are now ready for our main theorem.
Theorem  5.19. Let the conditions of Lemma  5.17 and Lemma  5.18 hold. Then
£  =  5  ( j Q * * M B S + £  (e - .*  -  l )  d M , ) ^  (5.31)
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defines a probability measure ~  P on J~t a t • Moreover, under the Esscher martingale 
measure Q*1, we have
B ? ‘ :=  B t — f t i f a d s  
Jo
is a Q** standard Brownian motion and the compensator of H  under is then given by
[  e ^ ° sfist { T>syds 
J o
Proof. The existence of solutions and the integrability conditions have been discussed in 
Section 5.6.2; in particular we have shown that there is a ^  tha t solves
K x (0* +  1) -  = 0
and tha t
G*At =  £  Q f  tflbsdB3 +  j f  ( ■  -  l )  6.m )
is a martingale for 0 < t < T. We apply Theorem 4.1 in Kallsen & Shiryaev (2002) and 
conclude that the density in (5.31) defines an equivalent local martingale measure for 
exp(X). However, by Lemma (5.18), G** is a proper martingale and thus a density process. 
The dynamics under Q** can be seen by showing tha t the product B^G  is a G —local 
martingale under the original probability measure P. The dynamics of the compensator 
for H  under Q** follows from similar arguments. □
5.6.4 Biagini-R heinlander m odel
We now turn  our attention to finding the Esscher martingale transform for the following 
model proposed by Biagini & Rheinlander (2009):
dSt—— — atdt +  btdBt +  ctdMt
&t-
where B  is a Brownian motion, M  is the counting process martingale associated to the 
one-jump process Ht =  l{r<t} which we assume has deterministic intensity pt- The
functions a, b and c are as well assumed for simplicity to be deterministic but can depend
on time. We further assume that they are bounded. From our preceding discussions, we 
get
dt = at -  -b$ -  ctp t t { T>t}, bt = bt , ct = log(l +  ct)
To see this note tha t dSt =  St~dLt or equivalently St =  S(L)t  where L t Jq asds +
So bsdBs +  J* csdM s. One can then expand this stochastic exponential to compare with 
the parameters in Section 5.6.1. Strictly speaking at is not deterministic due to the 
presence of r  within the indicator function. However, this does not m atter since we are 
evaluating the modified Laplace cumulant process K  up to and including tA r .  To check 
for existence of solutions, define
f id )  :=  at -  i 6? -  ctp t +  = at -  a p t
g(d) :=  - t f t f  -  (exp(log( 1  +  ct)) -  1 ) exp(tf log(l +  ct))
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By hypothesis, a ,b and 0 are deterministic and bounded. From the above definition, 
this translates to the conditions
c > — 1
Provided the above holds, g(oo) =  —oo and g(—oo) =  -foo. This is meaningful because 
we can either choose c to be positive, i.e. c > 0 (upward jump for S) or c to be negative,
i.e. — 1 <  c < 0 (downward jump for S). By similar reasoning, one sees that there exists 
a solution to (5.26). By similar reasoning, the integrability conditions for the process 
(^tAr)o<t<T to be a martingale are fulfilled since we only perform a change of variable 
to the quantities a, b and c. We can now state
C o ro lla ry  5.20. Let the integrability and existence conditions in Section 5.6.4 hold. 
Then
1 p = £ { L  + 1  (e’,!'os(1+c' ) -  l )  d^ ) T (5.32)
defines a probability measure Q** ~  P on J~tat ■ Moreover, under the Esscher martingale 
measure Q**, we have
B f  - B t -  f  t i% ds  
Jo
is a Qf* standard Brownian motion and the compensator of H  under Q** is then given by
/V i 'o g d + c  » V i {T>s}<is
Jo
Proof. The proof of this goes along the lines of Theorem 5.19. □
Chapter 6
The Minimal Entropy Martingale 
Measure for Quasi-Markov 
Additive Processes
6.1 Introduction
In the finance literature at large, the Markov modulated geometric Brownian motion 
or commonly known as switching Black-Scholes is one popular common choice and it 
has been used for many applications. Some papers consider hidden Markov models for 
interest rates and insurance applications, see for instance Elliot, Chan Sz Siu (2005) and 
Jobert Sz Rogers (2006). The goal of this chapter is to compute the minimal entropy mar­
tingale measure for Markov additive processes, where the price process takes the form 
as in Section 6 .6 . Loosely speaking, this process can be thought of as a geometric Levy 
process where the triplet follows a continuous time Markov chain.
Sections 6 . 2  to 6.4 gives the basic tools needed to evaluate the minimal entropy mar­
tingale measure.
6.2 Continuous time Markov chains
Let {Ct}0<t<T be a continuous time Markov chain on (f2, £7,P) with finite state space 
y  =  (1, ....,m } . Let El =  ('Ht)Q<t<T =  ^ (C ^O  < s < t ) , 0 < t < T  be the filtration 
generated by this Markov chain. The paths of C  are taken to be right continuous and we 
make the following standard assumption
A ssu m p tio n  6.1. H q is trivial
Assume further tha t C  is time homogeneous so that we have
W( Ct + s = 3 \Cs = i ) = P i j ( t )  V i , j e y ,  s , t  e M + , 0 < s < t < T
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The following limit exists for i , j  G y  (Rolski, et. al. (1998) Theorem 8.1.2)
a  ;=
t \0  t
We note that for every i 7  ^ j , we have > 0 and fi% =  — j^ i  ^  ■ Hence /ilJ 
represents the intensity of transition from state i to state j  and is a constant. The 
matrix A := [pt3]i is called the infinitesimal generator m atrix for a Markov
chain. It is also commonly known as the intensity matrix. This intensity matrix together 
with the matrix of transition probabilities V(t) := [pij j my are related by the
Kolmogorov Backward Equation
? ^ p - = A V ( t ) ,  P (0) = I
and the Kolmogorov Forward Equation
dP{t)
dt = V{t) A, V(0) = I
where I  is the identity matrix. It is known that both these equations have the unique 
solution:
0 0  A  3
v ( t )  =  e‘A ' V t e R + ,  t < r
3 = 0  J'
We assume throughout that all states intercommunicate, i.e. there are no absorbing 
states. Furthermore we introduce for i 7  ^j  and Vs, t G M+ , t < T
H't : =  1{C( =  i}
H ?  : = # { S : 0 < s < f |C s_ = i , C 5 = j } =  £  1{CS_ =  i } t { C 3 = j }
0 < 3 < t
Thus HI is the indicator of the event that C  is in state i at time t. On the other hand 
Hi3 is the number of jumps from i to j  during ]0, t] . We state some results from Last &; 
Brandt (1995) and Rogers Sz Williams (2000).
L em m a 6.2. For every i , j £ y , i ^ z  the processes
U ? = H ? -  [ \ ijH idu  
Jo
Proof. Theorem 7.5.5 in Last Sz Brandt (1995) □
T h eo rem  6.3. Any arbitrary (P, IHI) —local martingale Y  can be written as
Yt = Yo+ j  V '  g3 (i, j )  dU'J
Jo i j
where g is locally bounded and predictable V i ,j  G y  and g (i, i) =  0 Vi G y ,  0 < t < T
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Proof. Lemma 21.13 and Theorem 21.15 in Rogers & Williams (2000). □
We now introduce a real valued process i , j ^ y , i ^  j  of bounded H —predictable 
stochastic processes such that tp13 >  —1 with <p%% =  0 for i =  1,...., m. Let us define g (i , j ) 
of Theorem 6.3 as
9t(hj)-=<Pt
Hence we get from Theorem 6.3 that for 0 < t < T,
Y t  =  Y o +  / * £  Y , ^ d U i 3 ( 6 . 1 )
J o  i j
6.3 Asset model and general results
We consider S  as the discounted price of a risky asset in a financial market which contains 
a riskless asset with discounted price constant at 1. To exclude arbitrage opportunities, 
S  must be a semimartingale of the form S  = Sq +  M  +  J  Xd(M , M )  where M  is a locally 
bounded local martingale null at zero and some predictable process A. We further assume 
K t  f 0 A23d (M, M ) 3 < oo P —a.s. By Corollary 4.15 we may write M  as
M  = M 0 + J a MdB + J J W M(x)(tiY -  vy)  +  J
i  j
for some G —predictable stochastic processes a M, W M and M(p13, z, j  £ y ,  i ^  j , vy  =  
E i  H %t_ v i {dx)dt.
6.4 Equivalent martingale measures for quasi-Markov 
additive process
By Proposition 2.16, the density process Z  :=  ^  is given by the Doleans Dade 
exponential process
z = sy- J MM + l\
where L  and [M, L] are local P —martingales. Hence we may as a consequence of Corollary 
4.15 write
L  =  Lq + J crLdB + J J W L(x)(fj,y ~  vy)  +  / E E  Lf t 3dUij
for some G —predictable stochastic processes <jl , W L and L</?u , z, j  G y ,  i ^  j ,  vy  =  
E* H \_v%{dx)dt with L<pl% =  0 for i =  1, ....,m.
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P ro p o s itio n  6.4 (Equivalent martingale measure). Let Q be a probability measure 
whose density process Z  := ^ \ g  is given by the Doleans Dade exponential process 
Z  =  S  (— f  XdM  +  L) where L and [M, L] are local P — martingales. Define
:=  J  f ( l  +  W L(x) -  \ W m {x))vy , V J’ (1 +  L^ j ~
Then the following 1.  B Q : =  B  — J (a L — ActM)dt, 2. Y ^ : =  J J W L(x)(fiY — V y )  an^  
3. ®Ulj :=  H %i — J ^ H ] _ d t  are local Q-martingales.
Proof, j3®, Y q and are local Q —martingales if and only if B®Z, Y®Z  and ^ U ^ Z
respectively are local P —martingales.
1.
B q Z  = J Z - d B  + f  B - d Z  + [Z, B]
+  J j  Z . B ( W l (x) - \ W M(x))(jty -  vy)
= J  Z - d B
* 3
+ J J Z - B ( W l (x) — \ W M(x))(hy  —.vy)
2 .
3.
Y q Z = J Y^dZ + J Z - d Y® + [y®, Z]
= j  Y ? d Z  + J J Z - W L(x)(li Y ~  «$) +  [L,
=  J y S ( L Z  + J J Z - W l ( x ) ( h y - v y )
+  j  J Z J W L{x){WL(x)  - \ W m ( x ) ) ( i i y  -  v y )
QU'j Z  =  J QU'JdZ +  J  Z . (dH ' j -^ n ' iH 'd t )
+ f  ~
i 3
= J QU'JdZ +  J Z-d U ij +
* 3
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Note that and Z_ are adapted processes which are left continuous with right
limits, so ®U%i  ,Y ?  and Z_ are locally bounded processes (page 166, Protter (2004)). 
Since ®Uj! , y S  and Z_ are locally bounded, we have tha t Z B ^ ^ Y ^ Z  and ^ U ^ Z  are 
local martingales since they are stochastic integrals with respect to local martingales, 
see Theorem 29, Chapter IV of Protter (2004). To finish off the proof, we note that the 
integrators are local P-martingales. □
P ro p o s itio n  6.5. Let <Q) GA4e. Then Zt  =  £  (— f  XdM  +  L ) t  is given explicitly as
f  T T
ZT = exp ( I ( 4  -  Xta™)dB -  I I (WtL(x) -  XtWtM(x))vy  
\ J 0 JO j  R
Ji J 1 \
- i  [  (pL — XaM)2dt — [  f log(l +  W L (x) -  X W m (x ))h y  j 
 ^ J0 Jo j R J
exp E E  ( AiM^  ~ L 'fi t)
n  n  n  (i+ +l $ )  & # ) m
i  j  0 < t< T
Proof. We first evaluate £{N)  where N  = — f  XdM  +  L 
N  = -  J  XdM + L
= - j  x(j2 Y,M!?iduij + ° MdB + J W M(x)(fiY -  v y ) )
*  3
+ J L>'pijdU':i + J aL + J j  W L{x){p,Y ~ I'v)
=  J(<rLdB -  XaM)dB +  J  J ( W L(x) -  XWM(x))(fiY -  vy )
J  E E (V* - AM^)dc/y
where
Mf =: J ( a L -X<TM)dB+ f  j ( W L( x ) - X W M ( x ) ) ( n Y - V Y )
M* = : /  E E ~ XM^ ) d U i3
*  3
so tha t the Doleans-Dade exponential of N  is given by
£(N )  =  £ (M f +  Af}) =  f(A ft + M* + [Aft, AT*]) (=  £(Aft)£(Af*)
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where the equality (b) follows since =  0 by Yor’s formula. Let us evaluate
each of them separately, Note tha t M ^c =  f(crL — XaM)d B , (M^c) =  f(crL — XaM)2dt, 
AJlft =  {W l {AY)  -  AtyM(A Y ))l{Ay7,o}, we get
/  p  j i
£ (M ') t  = exp I f  (a t  -  Xta f ) d B  -  [  I (WtL(x) -  \ tWtM (x))vy
\ J o J o  J r
T  T  \
- \ j  [oL - X a Mf d t - J  f  log(l +  W L(x) -  \ W m (x))hy j  
Similarly, £ (M *) so that routine calculations yield
(
T
/ E E  ( x ^ j  - L  $ )  » i i H i d t
0 i  j
n  n  n  (*+ +l $ )
i  j  0 < t < T
where the last line follows from the fact that for a fixed t and for every i ^  j  and k ^  I, 
(i ,j)  ^  ( k , l ) , the processes Hi3 and Hj*1 have no common jumps (see Proof of 22.9 in 
Rogers Sz Williams (2000)). Combining completes the proof. □
We now have the basic tools needed to proceed to our main goal: to find the entropy 
minimizing entropy measure. To do this, we find L  via a L, W L and for i ^  j  such 
that the corresponding martingale measure Q has the form of equation (2.1) and further 
proceed to carry out the Verification Procedures outlined in Section 2.2.
6.5 Fundamental equation for quasi-Markov additive 
processes
T h eo rem  6.6. The strategy (j)E and the constant cE in equation (2.1) satisfy the follow­
ing equation
r T  r T
E =  {° t  ~  x tcr™ ~  (j)fcr^)dB -  (^ {^ t -  Xt (j^ ) 2 +  4>f Xt {(J^)2^dt
- f l  (WtL(x) -  Xt W tM(x) +  <t>fXt (WtM (x))2 -  t f W tM (x))vY
J Q J R
- f T E E(V*3' - - 4>?Mtij)dt (6.3)
Jo i j
p
+  I f  (log(l +  W t ( x )  -  XtW tM (x)) -  4 , f W tM (x)) tiY 
Jo Jr
p
+ / E E('°g(1+ -  A<M^’) - 4>fM?i)dH?
J  0 i 4
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where for every i ^  j, LipltJ, W ^(x )  and a^ has to be chosen such that for all t G [0, T]
f f j V *  +  f  WtM(x)W tL(x)vy + J 2 J 2  M0ijL t i j » i jH idt  =  0 (6.4)
J r * 3
Proof. From Proposition 2.16, we see that L  and [M, L] are local P —martingales. Observe 
that
[M, L], =  f  d t +  [  (  WtM {x)WtL(x)iiY +  [  ^ 2 ^ 2 MV t LVt3dHl3 (6.5)
Jo Jo J r  J o  { j
We further know from Dellacherie & Meyer (1980) VII.39 tha t the predictable bracket 
process
(M ,L ) .=  f  a y * td t+  f  f  WtM{x)WtL(x)isy + [  (6.6)
Jo Jo J r  J o  „•* 3
exists, since M  and L  are locally bounded. However (M, L) =  0 because [M, L\ is a local 
martingale. By equation (2.1) we have
T
log ZT =  cE +  I  4>fdSt 
Jo
= CE +  / V y  4>?Mt i j dUij +  [ T t f t f d B
J  0 i j  JO
p  r p
+  [  [  <i>?WtM(x) ( i iY - v y ) +  [  <j)f\t{MWt3)2H%3Hldt  
Jo J r  Jo
p  p
+  f  [  0 f ( W /tM W ) 2^ +  f  < t > f h { ^ ) 2 d t
Jo J r  J o
Equating equations (2.1) and (6.2) while using the martingale Ul3 =  Hi3 — f* f i^Hlds  
yields equation (6.3). □
6.6 Quasi-Markov additive processes: a candidate as 
an entropy minimizer
Let us consider a stock price process which is driven by a quasi-Markov additive process: 
P :  ^  =  v (Ct-)dt  +  <T(Ct- ) d B t +  [  f ( x ) ( n r  -  w ) t  (6.7)
d t -  J  R
where UY(dt,dx) := vct-{dx)dt. The above Markov additive process (6.7) can be recast 
as
H l - i f d t  +  H t _ a ' d B t +  f  J 2 H lt - f ( x ) ( » Y - i ' i (d x)d t ) )
1 i i  i
where rf :=  rj(i) and a 1 := a(i) are constants for a fixed i G y .  We work under the 
following assumptions
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A ssum ption  6.7.
1. For each i & y ,  z/(R) < oo.
2. /(•) : supp{v) —► (—l,oo) is uniformly bounded. This is needed to ensure the local 
boundedness of S.
3. For a fixed i G y ,  cr% > 0.
Given the price process (6.7) and our fundamental entropy equation (6.3), we see that 
for every i e y  and i ^  j ,  a}4 — a(C t-)St~ , W f4 (x) — f ( x ) S t -  and
A. -
S t-  ( <r2(Ct- )  +  f R f 2(x)vCt_ (d®))
^  XtSt~ =  ^ ( C t- ) + ’f R p l > c lJ d x )  (6'8)
Observe that the RHS of equation (6.8) is a function of the chain C. This observation 
hints us to define
A(Ct- )  :=  At S t-  =  2,n  . T f w s  7TT (6-9)a2(Ct- )  +  JR f 2{x)vCt_ (dx)
or equivalently for every i G y ,
X tS t.  =  (6.10)
as a consequence of (6.9) where
^  ’ {a^2 + ^ P i x ^ i d x )  6^'11^
with the usual shorthand X1 := A(i). Similarly, we have a}4 — Let us
introduce the following notations.
D efinition 6.8.
1.The space Cb := Cb{[0,T] x { l,...,m }) consists of continuous bounded functions u : 
[0, T] x {1,..., m }  —> R.
2. For any u G Cb, Ut := u(t, •) : y  —)► R.
3. For any u G Cb, Aut = Aut {Ct- )  := u (t , Ct) -  u (t , Ct_).
We proceed with the ansatz tha t there exists a sufficiently smooth and bounded function 
u G Cb such that
log(l + V 3*-'0*) =  A ut (C t-)  (6.12)
Furthermore we set
u(T , •) =  0 on y .  (6.13)
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We see tha t each u € Cb defines via Au a unique bounded function
L^ - > c  :=  L$ c - ’c (u ) : [0,T] x R —> ( - l ,o o )  (6.14)
which fulfills equation (6.12). Note that Ltp is bounded because |Au| < K* for some 
constant K* since each u G Cb is bounded. Recall that M</?J =  0. W ith the ansatz in 
(6.12) observe tha t we can write the last term on the RHS of equation (6.3) as
p
[  ]C]Clog(1+L^J)di^  = 11,
i  j  0 < t< T  i j
=  - u { 0, Co) -  Y  Ht - § i U^ ’ ^ dt
In light of equation (6.9), we postulate that (f)ES -  is of the form <j){C-) and this inspires 
us to define (f)(C_) := <f>E S _. This definition allows us to recast <p{C-) as
? ( c t_) =  y  Hi-&> with ?  :=  ?(*)
i
We can then rewrite the minimal entropy martingale measure equation (6.3) as
c e  +  u ( 0 , C q)  (6.15)
rp
= -  I  (<Jt — \(Ct-)cr(Ct-)<t>(Ct-)cr(Ct-))dBt 
J o
r p
- i f  + \ (C t- ) f 2(x) - t ( C t- ) f ( x ) ) v y
J o  J  K
-  Jo -  K C t-)a (C t- ) f  + \ (C t -.)4{Ct - ) a 2(Ct- ) \ d t
r p
- /J o  i  j
p
+ f f log(l +  W t( x )  -  \{C t- ) ! ( x ) )  -  ?(C t_ )/(x ))p y 
J o  J r
-  J ^ u ( t , C t- )d t  (<?<?)
To ensure tha t the RHS of equation (<s?<s?) is non-stochastic, one possible avenue is to
choose
° t  =  <rI (C1- )  =  (A(Ct . )  +  J (C « .)M C 1- )  (6.16)
WtL(x) = W L’C- (x) =  A(Ct_) -  1 +  exp$ ( C t- ) f ( x ) )  (6.17)
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and
Ct - )  +  \  (<T(L -  A<r) 2 +  $Xc2 +  _ 1)fiH
3
+  J  (wL'Ct~ (x) -  ((j) +  A) f (x )  +  (j)\f2{xj'j v%(dx) =  0
(6.18)
where we have used the ansatz from equation (6.12). To make expressions more compact,
note tha t for every i G y  equations (6.16), (6.17) and (6.18) can be recast as
a  L ,i  =  (£<  + J i y *  ( 6 > 1 9 )
W L,t =  A1 — 1 +  exp {4>% f(x ) )  (6.20)
and
£ - u ( t , i )  +  -  A^’V ) 2 + ^ A ^ V ) 2 +  -  l ) n ijCJl Z
3
+ [  (W i ’i -  ($*■>* +  XL,i)f(x) + ) v \d x )  =  0 (6.21)
J  R
respectively together with (6.13) and
cE =  —u (0, C0)
We introduce
g ^ u t )  := \ { a L’1 -  A^'V)2 + ^L,iXL't(ai )2 +  -  1 )^z J
+  f  ( W ^  -  + ALl<)/(a:) + ^L,iXL,i(f (x))2) (6.22)
Jr
and arrive at an ordinary differential equation for u of the form
Q
— u(t,i)  + gl (t,u t ) =  0
u (T, i) = 0 for every i € y
We further get using our ansatz that upon transition from i to j ,  i ^  j,
L ^ i j  _  e u ( t , j ) - u ( t , i )  _  j
Replacing the above in equation (6.4) culminates in the following condition for (j) : 
S t-H't_ |A V  + + J  f(x)(e*‘f W +  X'f(x) -  1 ) v \ d x ) |  =  0
We see tha t the above is true if the following holds
rf +  (a%)2(j>% +  [  f(x ) (e^  ^ x  ^ — 1 )i/t (dx) =  0 for every i E y  (6.23)
Jr
We shall call equation (6.23) the Q —martingale equation. Hence any strategy 4>E that 
fulfills the Q —martingale equation is a potential candidate for the minimal entropy mar­
tingale measure.
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6.6.1 E xistence of solutions
Let us discuss the existence of 0 in equation (6.23). We present the following:.
L em m a 6.9. For each i £ y  there exists a 0* £ R which solves the Q —martingale 
equation (6.23).
Proof. For a fixed i £ y ,  we introduce two functions m \ , m l2 with
m \  : R —> R 
0* -> rf +
772-2 : ^  1®
4>l —> — f  f(x ) (e^  — l ) v %(dx)
J R
One sees tha t for each i £ y ,  m \  is continuous, |  with
_ lim m \  =  —oo _lim m \ = oo
4>i\ l—oo ^y'oo
On the other hand, is continuous, J, with
(m*2)' =  -  [  ( f ( x ) f e * >^ v i {dx) <  0
J r
so tha t m 2 >  0 when 0l < 0; m 2 < 0 when 0l > 0 and 7712 =  0 when 0l =  0. Hence we see 
tha t for each i £ .y ,  30* £ R such that m \(^ l )  = rn2{(j)\). We see tha t 0* is a constant 
for a fixed i £ y .  Note that 0* is a function of the chain C  as well, i.e. 0*(C). □
The next question which naturally arises is tha t of the existence of u. The following 
theorem provides an existence result:
T h eo rem  6.10. Let us consider the differential equation with boundary condition:
r \
— u ( t , i ) + g %(t,u t) = 0 (6.24)
u (T, z) =  0 (6.25)
for every i £ y .  We shall assume that g is a Lipschitz-continuous function in the second 
argument, uniformly in t, i.e. 3 a constant c < 0 0  such that
|g(t, wt ) -  g{t, zt) | < c\wt -  zt | (6.26)
then there exists a unique solution u £ Cb([0,T\ x {l,...,77i}) which solves the boundary 
problem (6.24)-(6.25). It can be written as
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Proof. Note that
u(t,i) = J  gl (s ,us)ds
solves the boundary problem (6.24)-(6.25). Introduce the operator $  : Cb([0, T] x { l , m } )  
Cb({0,T] x {1, which is defined as follows:
fT ■4>[u](£,i) := J  gl (s ,us)ds for every i G y
Then the above equation is simply 4>[u] =  u and any solution to this equation must be a 
fixed point of <£. Let us consider the norm
||u ||l  := sup e~L(T~t^\u(t,i)\
which is equivalent to the supremum-norm IMI^ . Due to condition (6.26), we obtain for 
u ,v  G C&
e - L ( T - t ) J r  ( g ' i S i U s )  -  g l ( s , v s ) ) d i  
T
<  e _ L ( T - t ) ^  \ g l ( s , u 3 )  -  g'l ( s , v 3 ) \ e ~ 2 L (T ~ s ) e L (T ~ s ) d s
T
< e~^T~^c\\u — t)||i j  eL(T~s^ds
< c "“ - ‘,|l£ ( l  - e - W - * )  
L
< j \ \ u - v \ \ L
for all t G [0, T] and i G { 1 , m}.  Thus $  is a contraction on the normed space (Cb, || • ||) 
with contraction constant c/l with c < L. Therefore there exists a unique fixed point 
u e C b ([0,T] x {1, which satisfies (6.24) — (6.25). □
However, the function g defined in equation (6.22) is in general not Lipschitz continuous. 
We define
cffaut)  := gl (t,K,(t,ut)) 
where k : [0, T] x R —> R is defined as
K,(t, x) := min(max(x, —(T — t)L), (T  — t)L).
It turns out tha t our function g defined in equation (6.22) matches tha t of the equation 
(2.23) in Becherer Sz Schweizer (2005). In fact their equation generalizes ours since they 
allow for a claim. They showed that g is Lipschitz so we can conclude using their results 
that there is a unique bounded solution u with g instead of g. Moreover u is the fixed
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point of defined with g instead of g. We shall show that there exists a constant L 
such that for all (t, i) E  [0,T] x {1, ...,ra}, |u(M )l < (T — t)L. To prove this, we fix an 
arbitrary (t,i) E  [0, T] x {1, and examine the quantity
By the definition of r ,  we get u(s, Cs) > (T — s)L  for s  E  [t , r )  and u(r, CT) < (T — t ) L .  
From the truncation function, we see that for s E  [ £ , t ) ,  g(s, k,(s,us)) =  g(s,us) < L** 
for some constant L**, so that
The choice of L > L** yields
u(t,i) < L (T  — t ).
Hence u also solves the differential equation with g.
6.7 Entropy minimizer for quasi-Markov additive pro­
cesses
Having proved the existence of a solution to the differential equations (6.24) and (6.25) we 
can thus determine the quadruplet (</>*, L</?u , W L,%, crL,i) which solves equation (6.3). We 
will now show that the candidate measure outlined in Section 6.6 is indeed the minimal 
entropy martingale measure.
P ro p o sitio n  6.11. L e tM ' := J  J (exp (f(x ))—l) ( /iy —vy) where i^ (d x ,d t)  =  vct_(dx)dt. 
Then we have the following bound
r  := inf{s E [t, T] : u(s, Cs) < (T  — s)L} A T
< L**(r — t) + u(r ,C T)
< L**(r — t) + (T — r)L
Proof. Observe that M '  is local martingale. Let us now consider the stochastic differential 
equation
dZ[ =  Z[_dM l Z'0 =  1 (6.27)
We know that its solution is given by
Z't =  exp {- f [(exp(/(rr)) — l)uy +  [ [ log f(x)fiY\ t Jo Jr Jo Jr j
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Note th a t Zi. is an adapted process which is left continuous with right limits, so Z'_ is 
locally bounded (page 166, Protter (2004)). Since Z ’_ is locally bounded, we have that Z' 
is a local martingale since it is by equation (6.27) the stochastic integral with respect to 
M ' which is a local martingale (Theorem 29, Chapter IV of Protter (2004)). Observe that 
Z ' is non-negative and by Fatou’s Lemma we can conclude tha t Z ' is a supermartingale. 
Hence
1 =  Ep [Zq] > Ep [Z{]
> exp j i  j f  (exp(/(a;)) -  l ) ^ V ( d : z )  x
Ep exp Of I
Rearranging yields the result. □
P ro p o s itio n  6.12. Define the following processes M + := f  f  f ( x ) ( / i Y  ~ vy), M ~  := 
f  <j)*(C-)cr(C-)dB and Vy '= exp ^>*(C'_)/(:r)^ vy. Then
M + := J  J  f ( x ) ( j i Y  -  «$), M " := f  M C-)<r(C)(dB -  M C -)< r(C -))d t
are local Q —martingales.
Proof. Note tha t the density Z =  ^  may be written as cE +  Jq dSt- Further
note tha t M + and M ~  are local P —martingales. By Girsanov’s Theorem, we have that 
M + — f  Y~d  (Z, M +) is a local Q —martingale. Since f  f R 0#(C-)(i/y  — i/y) < oo we may 
write
M+ -  J l - d ( Z , M + )  =  J j  fix^Y-uy)- J  | / ( i ) ( e * ' ( c - l » - l h
=  f  f ( x ) l * Y  -  f  J  f ( x ) ( e ^ - <c- >f<-x> -  l ) u v
- J J f{x)UY
= 11 ~ ^  = M+
By the same token, we know that M ~ — f  ^ - d  (Z, M ~)  is a local Q —martingale. Now
-  J d { Z ,M ~ ) = J M C - ) * ( C . ) d B  -  J f a ( C - ) ) 2o*{CJ)dt
=  J  0*(C _ )cr(C-) (dB  -  M C - ) a ( C - ) d t )
=: M ~
□
AT
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We axe now ready for our main theorem.
T h eo rem  6.13 (M ain  T h eo rem ). Let the conditions of Assumption 6.7 holds. Let the
quadruplet (</>*, W L,l: crL,%) solves (6.3)-(6.4). Then the process Z® ={Z^  )te [o ,T ] 
defined by
dQ
z t = = £ (N ) t
S t
where N  takes the following form
N t := f V H l _ 4 > \ a ' d B s + f f -  l)(ti(dx,ds) -  S(dx)ds)
Jo i Jo Jr i
+  - 1 )d,uij
J° i j
is the density process of the minimal entropy martingale measure for quasi-Markov addi­
tive process.
Proof. We now carry out the verfications as outlined in Section 2.2.
1: Q is an equivalent probability measure:
Let us check the conditions of Theorem 2.8. Let the local martingale N  be defined 
as follows:
N t :— — J  XsdMs +  Lt- /Jo
f  Y H l J U ' d B ,
Jo t
+  f  (  — 1 )(p(dx,ds) — v%{dx)ds)
Jo J R i
[  -  l)dU lsj
Jo „•
+
'^n * 3
=: AT+ +  JV*
where
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Note tha t N  is locally bounded since /  and 0* for i £ y  are bounded. We will 
show separately tha t S(N^)  and £(N*) are uniformly integrable P —martingales 
and conclude tha t their product is also uniformly integrable P —martingale. We 
have to show that
Ut =  \ [ Y . H l - W y f d s  
J o  J r  j
admits a predictable compensator. To verify this claim, note tha t
f  f  Y ] H l _  +  1 ui (dx)ds<  oo
Jo Jr i
due to the boundedness of /  and <f>\ together with our standing assumption that 
i/*(]R) < oo. From Theorem II.1.28 of Jacod Sz Shiryaev (2003), this implies the 
integrability of <f>lf(x)exp{<f>lf(x)} — exp{(j>lf(x)} -1- 1 =: f i ( x , t )  with respect to 
fly — vy  and
H l_ fi(x ,  s)(fi(ds, dx) — v%(dx)ds)
: i
=  f  [  X lH l_ fi(x ,s ) t i (d s ,d x )  -  [  [  ^ 2  H l_ f i ( x ,s )v l (dx)ds 
J o  J r  ^  J o  J r  ^
This yields tha t the P —compensator B t of W  is given by
B t =  \  [  ^ H%s -($ %y ) ‘2ds+ [  f  ^ 2  B s - f i ( x , s)i/%(dx)ds 
z  J o  i  J o  J r  i
It is easily seen tha t Ep[exp(B^)] < oo. This concludes tha t is a uniformly
integrable P-martingale. We now turn to show tha t £(M*) is also a uniformly 
integrable P-martingale. By the same reasoning, observe tha t
/V y ;  |eA^  a us - (eAs* - 1) y  H t_ d S < oo
J o  v 1* 3
since u G Cb so Au is bounded and that and H l are also bounded as well as 
the fact tha t there are a finite number of states for the chain. Hence J7* admits a 
predictable compensator B * and we have Ep[B^] < oo so tha t £(M*) is a uniformly 
integrable P —martingale. Hence £(N )  is also a uniformly integrable P —martingale.
Q is a martingale measure.
Since W L,crL and 0* are bounded, L  and [M, L] are locally bounded. Hence, due 
to Proposition 6.4, Q is a martingale measure.
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3: I < oo
Recall tha t the density Z  =  ^  may be expressed as exp (cE +  Jq ^d S ^ j .
We have
J(Q,P) = % M C t - )[ Jo St dSt
— \°E]
rp
[  ^ (C t- ) ( r j (C t- )d t  4- a(Ct- )d B t) 
Jo
Recall tha t i/y ’•= exp C_)/(ar)^ vy. Let us evaluate the third term on the
right hand side of the above equation:
e 5  [ M C t - ) f ( x ) ( » Y -  ^ ) ]
=  E u f  - M C t-)r,(Ct- )  -  (<r(Ct - ) M C t- ) ) 2dt 
Jo
on the other hand, due to Proposition 6.12 we can write 
*T nTf  M C t-)cr(Ct- ) d B -  f  ( M C t-)a (C t-) ) '  
Jo Jo
dt =  0
or equivalently,
%  \ £  M C t - M c t- )d B  
Finally we get
r p
I (M C t- ) c ( c t- ) f d t  
Jo
Ek
M C t- )  
s t_ dSt =  0
which, together with Assumption 6.1 gives 
•TEtt cE + fJo S t- ■dSt =  E^[ce ] = c E — u(0, C0) < oo
4: f  (f>EdS  is a true Q —martingale for all Q EA4e with I  (Q, P) <  oo
We require Ep exp | (3 d [S', ‘S'lt}] < 00 f°r some 0 > 0. From Proposition 2.9,
we have to show that
Ep exp < 0 LT W .(C t-))2S}~ d [5 ] , <  OO
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Denote k = supte[0>T] ||</>*(Ct_)||£°o. Let us choose (3 = -gz > 0 so that
Ep
< Ep
■T  (M C t - ) ) 2
s,l
=  Ep
exp ( [  (cr(Ct- ) ) 2dt + f [ f ( x ) p Y 
o Jo Jr  ,
eXP ^  Hi~ (a^ 2dt + fQ fR f(X^ Y j
P ( /  [  f(x )V Y
Wo J r
< exp ( sup | | < 7 * mT  ) Ep
j j e y  J
< oo
by Proposition 6.11. 
Hence we conclude that
dQ f  e  i=  exp c +  dF \ fJo M c t- )S*- dSt
fulfills all the conditions necessary for being the minimal entropy martingale mea­
sure, i.e. Q =  Q s .
□
6.8 Integro-differential equations for derivative prices
In this section we investigate the pricing of derivatives when the stock price process 
follows a Markov additive process under the minimal entropy martingale measure. We 
illustrate how we can utilize the minimal entropy martingale measure for pricing issues. 
We begin by considering an arbitrary non-negative, C/t-—measurable claim H  G L 2(QE) 
of the form H  =  q(St ) with a m aturity T  > 0. Define the QE martingale V®E by
y(QE := Eqe [s(S t) \St] =  EqE bOSzOISi.C,] =  V ( t ,S t ,C t ) =: V Ct(t,St)
i
The process V®E is referred to as the intrinsic value process in the literature, see Follmer 
&; Sondermann (1986). We note that («) is due to the fact tha t the relevant state variables 
involved in the conditional value are ( t ,S t ,C t ) . This is due to the Markov property of 
(C, S) which states tha t given the present value, the future and the past are independent. 
The pair (S , C) is Markov because the pair of stochastic differential equations for S  and 
C  involves only these processes. It is then easier to rewrite the expectation in terms of 
(ii), where Vl (t, s) represents the state-wise intrinsic value process
V*(f, s) =  EQ E  \g(ST) \Ct = i ,S t  = s]
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We assume tha t for a fixed i E y ,  the functions V x(t , s) G C 1,2 are continuously differ­
entiable so tha t an application of Ito’s formula to yields
d v f  =  Y  St) +  Y  St)dHi
i i
where
V % S t )  = f  ■ ^ V i (u ,s u- )d u  + ^  [  - ^ V ^ S v - W f S l d u
+ y
0 < u < t
Recall that =  j}{r G (0, T] : C (r—) =  z, C (r) =  j}  and HI = t { C ( t ) =  z}. Thus, the
indicator processes {H\)t>o and the counting processes (HlJ)t>o are related by the fact 
that H % increases or decreases by 1 upon a transition into or out of state i E y .  Thus
d H t=  y  {dHi ' ~ dH ' t )
Define vf**’* := supte[0)T] \VpE\ = supt€[0)T] since H  >  0. Applying the Doob 
inequality to the martingale V®B yields
Eq e ( ^ E’*)2 < 4EqeJ?2 < oo (6.28)
since H  £ L 2(QE). By the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, there exists a constant 
c > 0 such tha t
cEQE{[VKfE, VqE]t } < EqE( ^ E'*)2 < oo 
by equation (6.28). Hence we obtain
Eq e{[V®e , V^E]r} <  oo
Hence V Q is a square integrable martingale. Note tha t the difference of martingales 
remains a martingale but this difference is a continuous process with finite variation. It 
is therefore a continuous martingale and so by Theorem IV.13-IV.50 of Jacod &; Shiryaev 
(2003) the finite variation terms must vanish QE—a.s. and we arrive at the partial dif­
ferential equations
s) -  S JR f { * V { d x ) ^ V \ t ,  s) +  ^ ( CT’ ) 2 s 2 ^ 2  s)
+  f  ( V %  s f(x ) )  -  V*(t, s ) y ( d x )  + Y ^ i t ’ ®) -  **(*. s ) ) y  =  0 
J r  j
with the terminal conditions
V i (s,T) = g(s)
for each z G y .
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6.9 Hedging for models driven by quasi-Markov addi­
tive processes
6.9.1 R isk m inim ization
Let us consider an arbitrary non-negative, Gt ~ measurable claim H  G L 2(QE) of the 
following form H  = g (S r ) with a maturity T  > 0. Theorem 3.4 asserts that H  exhibits 
the Kunita-W atanabe decomposition, i.e.
H  =  E q B [H\Qo\ +  I 19?dSt +  Nt
Jo
QE — a.s. From this we can see tha t V®E defined in Section 6.8 has the representation
v f  : = y 0Q E +  f \ « d S u +  Nt 
Jo
where N t =  Eqe [NrlGt] is a square-integrable martingale which is strongly orthogonal 
to S  in the following sense (N, S). =  0 where the angle bracket is taken with respect to 
QE. Theorem 2 of Follmer Sz Sondermann (1986) states tha t fiH is the risk minimizing 
strategy. We seek to find fiH.
(v®E, s)  =  f  #»d(s,  s ) u +  (n , s ) t
Jo
t y ^ , s ) t =  [ \ S d { s , s ) u
Jo
where (N, S). = 0 since [N, S']. =  0 giving us
„  d(VQE,S)t 
‘ d(S,S)t
We present the following:
T h eo rem  6.14. Consider the evolution of the stock price process driven by Quasi-Markov 
additive processes
Q e  : ^  =  a(Ct- ) d B ^ E +  [  f (x ){p Y ~  ^ ) t
&t- J R
The risk minimizing hedge, amounts to holding a position in the underlying S  equal to 
fit =  A Ct- (t , St~) where for each i G y ,
AUt ) = +  « W ) ~  V i& s) ) ^ ( dx)
(cri)2 +  / K/ 2(a:)^(da:)
with V l (t, s) — EqE[H\Ct = i, S t = s] = Eqe ^(S T ^C t = i , S t = s]
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Proof. We calculate (V^E,S) and {S,S)
d(vQE, s ) t =
i
+ ' £ H't-s l  St)) dt
t '  '
d(S,S)t =  Y , Hit -% -(o i? d t +  f  S l Y , H't-f2(x)l'i(dx)dt
i J* i
with depending on (t,C t~, St~), i.e.
aH ^ ^ c*-(<T(Ct_))2 + gL fR(V°‘-( t ,St-  +  A St) -  Vc‘-( t ,S t-))vCt
(v(Ct-))* +  JRp ( x ) v Ct_
□
As a special case of Theorem 6.14 we obtain the following characterization for the risk 
minimizing hedge for some well known models.
C o ro lla ry  6.15. By suitable specification o fy ,  and v  we obtain the following well known 
optimal hedge under the minimal entropy martingale measure QE :
1. Cont & Tankov (2004): I f y  = {i}, then we recapture the optimal hedging strategy 
for exponential Levy models.
2. Black & Scholes: I f y  = {z} and there are no jumps v  =  0, we recover the familiar 
Black-Scholes delta hedge.
In fact, we can say more: as a by product, we have worked out the optimal hedging 
strategy via Theorem 6.14 for several models proposed in the literature.
T h eo rem  6.16. The entropic optimal hedging strategy o f the following models are in 
place by suitable specifications o f y , v  and the function g that appears within H  =  giSx):
1. Elliot, Chan & Siu (2005): I f y  = {1, ....,m} and there are no jumps v = 0, then 
we retrieve the optimal hedging strategy for regime switching Black-Scholes model 
under QE .
2. Elliot & Osakwe (2006): I f y  =  {1, ....,m} and H  =  giS?), we get the Q E—optimal 
hedging strategy for a jump process with switching compensators.
3. Marked point processes: I f y  = {i}, v(dt, dx) =  A(t, dx)dt where A is deterministic, 
then we have the optimal hedging strategy for this specification of marked point 
processes.
R em ark  6.17. It is important to point out that the above models proposed by Cont h  
Tankov (2004) and Elliot Sz Osakwe (2006) do not assume the local boundedness of asset 
prices.
Chapter 7
Entropy Minimizer for 
Exponential Markov Chains
7.1 Introduction
The contribution of this chapter is the calculation of the minimal entropy martingale 
measure for continuous time Markov chains as explicitly as possible in terms of the tran­
sition intensities.
The minimal entropy martingale measure for continuous time Markov chains has not 
been studied. Miyahara (2000) examined the minimal entropy martingale measure for 
a Birth and Death process by means of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation. In this 
chapter, we extend to the case where the asset price process is modelled by a semimartin­
gale where our dynamics of risky asset follows a continuous time Markov chain.
7.2 Continuous time Markov chains
The mathematical framework is given by a filtered probability space (O, F, P) and a 
finite time horizon T  < oo. We assume that T q is trivial and tha t T  =  T t - Let {Ct}0<t<T 
be a continuous time (F,P) —Markov chain in finite state space y  =  (1, ....,m} . Further 
let F be the completion of the filtration Fc  =  (^F)o<t<T =  °  0 < s < t ) , 0 < t <
T  generated by this Markov chain such that (O,^7, F ,P) becomes a complete filtered 
probability space. The paths of C  are taken to be right continuous and Co deterministic. 
Assume further tha t C  is time homogeneous so that we have
P (C t+s =  i \C a = i) = P ij(t) V i , j e y ,  s , i £ l + , 0 < s < t < T  
The following limit exists for i , j  G y  (Rolski, et. al. (1998) Theorem 8.1.2)
a  ;=  f t n g g f f l - w O T
t\,0 t
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We note tha t for every i ^  j ,  we have > 0 and fil% =  — Y^jLi j^ i  /iU * Hence /d-7 
represents the intensity of transition from state z to state j  and is a constant. The matrix 
A := my is called the infinitesimal generator matrix for a Markov chain. It
is also commonly known as the intensity matrix. We say th a t a state z E y  is absorbing 
for a  time-homogeneous (F, P) —Markov chain Ct where t E R+ if the following holds:
P(C* = i\C s = i)  = 1, V s,tE  R+, s < t  < T
It is clear tha t if a state z E y  is absorbing, then we have =  0 for every j  = 1,...., m. 
We assume throughout tha t there are no absorbing states. Furthermore we introduce for 
i ^  j  and Vs,i E M+ , t < T
Hi  := 1 { C t  =  i}
H »  := i { s : 0 < s < t ,  Cs- = i , C a = j } =  l { C ._ = » } l{ C ,= j}
0  <s<t
Thus HI is the indicator of the event that C  is in state i at time t. On the other hand 
H \3 is the number of jumps from i to j  during ]0, t] . We state some results from Last h  
Brandt (1995) and Rogers Sz Williams (2000).
Lem m a 7.1. For every i , j  G y ,  j , the processes
Uij = H ? ~  [ \ ijH idu  
Jo
Proof. Theorem 7.5.5 in Last & Brandt (1995) □
T h eo rem  7.2. Any arbitrary (P,F) —local martingale M  can be written as
M t=  ^ 3 ) dUV
Jo „•
where g is locally bounded and predictable \/ i , j  E y  and g (i,i)  =  0 Vz E y ,  0 < t < T  
Proof. Lemma 21.13 and Theorem 21.15 in Rogers &; Williams (2000). □
We now introduce a real valued process <£>u , i , j  E y ,  i ^  j  of bounded F —predictable 
such tha t gpi >  — 1 with =  0 for i = 1,...., m. Let us define g (z, j )  of Theorem 2 as
<Pt = : 9 t{ i,j)
Hence we get from Theorem 7.2 that for 0 < t < T,
M‘ =  / E E ^ ' dC7»J' (7.1)
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7.3 Specification of asset model for chains
Recall tha t S  is the discounted price of a risky asset in a financial market which contains 
a riskless asset with discounted price constant at 1. To exclude arbitrage opportunities, 
our stock price process S  must be a semimartingale of the form S  =  So+M-\- f  Xd(M, M) 
where M  is a locally bounded local martingale null at zero and some predictable process 
A. We further assume K t  := f 0 A2sd (M, M )a < oo P—a.s. By Theorem 7.2 and equation 
(7.1), we may write M  as
m =  M^ j d u ij
i  j
where z, j  £ y ,  i ^  j  are bounded F —predictable such tha t Mip^ > —1 with
M(pii =  0 for z =  1,...., m.
7.4 Change of probability measure for chains
By Proposition 2.16, the density process Z  := ^  |^  is given by the Doleans Dade 
exponential process
Z = e ( -  j  XdM +  LJ
where L  and [M, L] are local P —martingales. Hence we may write as a consequence of 
Theorem (7.2) that
L = [  2 Z  J 2  L^ j dUij 
i  j
where L£>lJ, i , j  G y ,  i ^  j  are bounded F —predictable such tha t > —1 with
M!pl% =  0 for z =  1, We state some initial results:
P ro p o sitio n  7.3. Let Q E A ie. Then the following holds:
(z) Zt  =  £  (— f  XdM  +  -b) is given explicitly as
ZT =  exp I j f  ‘Pt - L V t )  fi'3H't d t \
n n n (* +  (-w  + l $ )  & # )  m
i  j  0< t < T
(zz) The local martingales M , L  and [M, L] are square integrable martingales.
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Proof. (i) Apply Ito ’s formula to log Z  :
•T i 1 rT
log Z t  — L - k ^ - l L  w . d { z -z ) '
£  E E -L f t )  ^ Hi dt
log ( 1 +  EE ( - A f  $  +L jp«)AH*i
* 3
+ E
0 < t< T
Also, Zt = £  (N )t and thus dZt =  Zt~dNt so that AZt =  Z t- A N t . Also note that 
Z t/Z t~ =  1 +  A N f  Exponentiate both sides to get
Zt  =  exp < f T E E f t )
0 i  j
n fi+EE (-Af $  + L
=  exp *
0 < t< T  
-T
Jo EE (a^ ' -1#0 f t Hi dt
nn n ( i + t$?)ah?)
i  j  0 < t< T
where the last line follows from the fact tha t for a fixed t and for every i ^  j  and 
k ^  I, (i, j) ^  (k, I ) , the processes HP and H+l have no common jumps, see Proof 
of 22.9 in Rogers & Williams (2000)).
(ii) To show that M  is a square-integrable martingale, we have to show tha t E [[M, M]T\ <
oo. Note that
[M ,M \t  =  J 2  (AM»)2
0 < s< T
= E (EE
0 < s< T  \  i j
= [  Y .Y P Mf t f  dHis
* 3
where the last line follows from the fact tha t <£>”  =  0 for i =  1,...., m  and tha t there 
are no common jumps, i.e. for a fixed s < T, A H ZJAH °s% = 0 for i ^  j. We then
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have
E [ m ,m \t  =  e ( j [
= E 1 j f  £ £  (M^ J)2 < °°
due to the boundedness of Further note that
{M,L]t  = £  ( A M s ) ( A L a ) =  / T £ £
0 < s< T  J o  i  j
so tha t we have
E [[M,L],[M,L]]t  = E I £  (A [M, L]s)
. 0  < s< T
. 2N
= El £  I £ £  '
0 < s < T  \  i  j  
»T
/
=  E ( /  £ £ ( M& 3)2 (L& ) 2» ijH id s}  < o o
due to the boundedness of M(pli and LtpLi  and tha t there are a finite number of 
states for the Markov chain. The proof that L is a true martingale follows the same 
lines as above.
□
7.5 The entropy equation
T h eo rem  7.4. The strategy (j>E and the constant cE in equation (2.7) satisfy the equation
cE + /  4>fh £  £  (M^ ) 2 ^ Hldt -  j  £ £
0 i  j  0 i j
- / T £  £  MPiPiH,tdt + / T£ £ V (VJtft'^
i  J ^  i  J
r  <pf £  £
Jo i  J
T
+ 1  £ £ l ° g ( 1 - M P i At + i  v / )  ^  (7.3)
» 3
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where for every i ^  j ,  L^ tJ has to be chosen such that
Y  Y  =  0 Vi S [0, T] (7.4)
i  3
Proof. From Proposition 2.16, we see that [M,L] are local P —martingales. Observe that
■t
[M,L]t = f  Y Y M& 3L&ldH *3 Jo 4 j
We further know from Dellacherie & Meyer (1980) VII.39 that the predictable bracket 
process {M, L)t =  J* Y  Y
• 3
exists, since M  and L  are locally bounded. However (M, L) — 0 because [M, L\ is a 
local martingale. We therefore get equation (7.4). Recall tha t dSt =  +
(M<Pt)2 Hldt '  By equations (2.7) and (7.2) we have
rT
lo g Z r =  cE + <j>EdS, 
Jo
=  cE +
i  3
and
T
/  < t > f Y Y M^ d J J i j  (7.5)
Jo ; j
+[ ^ ? Y Y  2 ^ H'tdt (7-6)
T
logZT = /  Y Y { X™ $ - L $ ) ^ H i dt
7 ° i j  J
T
+1 Y Y l°s (i- +L ft) dHij
* 3
respectively. Equating the above equations while using the fact tha t U\3 =  Hi3 — 
fo /j,j’H \ds and simplifying the terms would result in equation (7.3). □
7.6 Finding a candidate for entropy minimization
The aim of this section is to find the minimal entropy martingale measure for continuous 
time Markov chains by employing the techniques discussed above. Our choice of asset 
price process S  under P is inspired by the asset price process introduced in Norberg 
(2003) :
| r  =  E  ■nwidit+YY (7-7)
i i j
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where rj\ and 6lt3 are deterministic and bounded functions for a fixed i y .  However as 
we shall show later, restrictions have to be imposed on the function rft . Given the price 
process (7.7), we see that for every i £ y  and i ^  j,
M$  = 0 ? S t-  (7.8)
where
A =  E ,  4 Hl
Mi.i) »  ,J „  „ P.W)
Note tha t Yli < 00 due to the boundedness 0tJ’ and the fact that C  has a
finite state space. Also note from above that 6l% =  0. W ith these, equation (7.3) reduces 
to:
cB =  - -  f  \ t4>?si y  +  /  4>fst- Y T . e^ iiH i dt
JO i j  J o  i j
- [  E E L^ y # < « + /  x ts t. j 2 T , d^ ' 3Ht dtJo „■ „• Voi  3 I 3
T
+ J  E E {‘°g (* -  + 1 ? ? )  -  } dHl1 (7.11)
Define Cb := Ct>([0, T] x { l,...,m }) the space of continuous and bounded functions of 
u : [0, T] x {l, ...,m} —> R, ut := u (t, •) : 3^  —1" R and A ut :=  u(t,C t) — u(t,C t~). We 
proceed with the ansatz that there exists a sufficiently smooth function u G Cb such that 
upon transition from i to j  at time t :
log ( l  -  Ate\3St-  +  -  0lt3St-(j)f =  u {t, j )  — u (t, i)
With this ansatz we observe that we can write
E  E  E  {l0§ (* -  W t S t -  + Lt i j )  -  e V s t - t f } < u #
0 < t< T  i j
=  Y ,  { « ( t , C t ) - u ( t , C t - ) }
0 < t< T  
Furthermore we set
u(T ,  •) =  0 on y .  (7.12)
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We postulate tha t <j)ES t-  takes the form '= 4>tSt- so that equation (7.3)
can be recast as
cE +u(0,CM = -  I > '6 t ( i . i ) n im d t+  I V  V<k(».iWV>tfMt u(0, o) f
J o  f J o  j  j
T T
-  J  E E L#v^<«+/
® i j  ® i j
Observe tha t for the RHS of equation (7.13) to be constant, a possible solution might be 
to require that
^ u { t , i )  + +4>t0%t ~ L? t } ^ 3 = °
j
together with equation (7.12) and that
cE =  - u  (0, Co)
We further introduce
gx (t, Ut) := ~  +  M h j ) 0 %t ~
j
and arrive at a system of coupled ordinary differential equations for u of the form
Q
— u ( t , i ) + g ' ( t , u t ) =  0
(7.14)
u (T, i) =  0 for every i E y  
We further get using our ansatz that for i ^  j ,
=  +  \ ( i j ) 9 ij -  1 (7.15)
Replacing L(pltJ in equation (7.4) culminates in the following condition for <f>:
4  +  E  et -  l )  n*J 1 dt =  0, Vt e [0, T]
We see tha t the above is true if the following holds
4  + E 0ij -  l )  4 3 =  0, for every i 6 y  (7.16)
j
We shall call equation (7.16) the Q —martingale equation. Hence any strategy (f>E that 
fulfills the Q — martingale equation is a potential candidate for the minimal entropy mar­
tingale measure.
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7.6.1 E xistence o f solutions
Let us discuss the existence of <j> in equation (7.16). We present the following:
L em m a 7.5. Assume that at least one of the (i^ is strictly positive, i.e. pZJ > 0. Then 
there is a bounded function <f>: [0,T] x 3^  x 3^  —> R with 4>t(hj) := ivhich solves
equation the martingale equation (7.3). Note also that 6%l =  0.
Proof. Let
fi{<fr) ' =  vh  f°r a fixed i G y
/ 2(0) : _  i j  f t
j
Note tha t f e W  = ~  Y j ( Q %t ) 2 [eu^ ^ ~ u^ %>j+<i>d^  — 1^ /itJ < 0, i.e. f 2 is decreasing in 0. 
For any t G [0, T] we consider three cases;
C ase 1. All 6 > 0, for every i G y .  Note / 2  (0) =  — Y j  (et*(t,J’)“ t*(t,t) _  ^ j  which
can be either <  0 or > 0; f 2 (oo) =  —oo; / 2  (—oo) =  4- Y j  ®%t > 0-
C ase 2. At least one of the > 0; other 9 <  0, for every i G 3^ , i /  j. Note 
f 2 (0) =  — Y j  9%j  (et4(t’J’)“ M(t>*) — l)  /xljf which can be either <  0 or >  0; f 2 (oo) =  —oo;
h  (-oo ) =  + °°.
C ase 3. All 6\j <  0, for every i G y .  Note f 2 (0) =  -  J \  d\j  ( e u (*d )-u (M ) -  l)  p ij which 
can be either <  0 or >  0; f 2 (oo) =  +  Y j  <  0» h  (—°°) =  + 00-
Hence we see tha t for any t  G [0,T ], 30 =: 0jJ G M such tha t / i(0 )  =  /2(0) f°r aH three 
cases if
4 z [ ± , 4 > ]  (7.17)
where
- 2 2  4 j  ^  < * < !> <  + £ « ?  ^
j  j
In other words, existence is guaranteed if we choose rft to be bounded away from — Y j  @1° ^  
and +  Y j  ®%t P1'* f°r any t  G [0, T ] . Furthermore if (7.17) is respected, it is clear that the 
function (f>t(i,j) is bounded. Also from equation (7.16), we see tha t 0*(i, j )  depends on i 
and j  and for a fix i, (j>t{i,j) will remain the same for every j .  We now define 4>t{i,j) as 
the unique function that solves the Q —martingale equation (7.16). □
The next question which naturally arises is that of the existence of u. It turns out that 
the one can follow the lines of Section 5.4 to show that u exists and is unique. Hence we 
skip the proof here.
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7.7 Entropy minimizer for chains
Having proved the existence of a solution to the differential equations (7.14) we can thus 
determine the duplet (4>{i,j),L^ )  which solves equation (7.3).
P ro p o s itio n  7.6. Let a i , j  E y , i  ^  j  be a family of real-valued, boundedF—predictable 
such that a > — 1 with a% =  am =  0 for i =  1,...., m. Let m  be the only absorbing state. 
Then
Ep exp
< 0 °< exp ( sup || als33<t, i,jey
Proof. Let M ' =  f  ^  E j  . Then M ' is local martingale. Let us now consider the
stochastic differential equation
Z'0 = \ (7.18)
Thus its solution is given by
Z't — exp < -  f  £  exp w '' £  £ log (! <#)dH* [ (719)
J° i j J° i *
Note that Z'_ is an adapted process which is left continuous with right limits, so Z'_ is 
locally bounded (page 166, Protter (2004)). Since Z*_ is locally bounded, we have that Z' 
is a local martingale since it is by equation (7.19) the stochastic integral with respect to 
M ' which is a local martingale (Theorem 29, Chapter IV of Protter (2004)). Observe that 
Z ' is non-negative and by Fatou’s Lemma we can conclude that Z ' is a supermartingale. 
Hence
1 =  EP [Z'0\ > EP [Z't\
= Ep exp j f  £  £  + j f  £  £ log (x + ^ ) dH°
exp
>
Ep
Rearranging yields the result. □
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P ro p o s itio n  7.7. Let M:=fJ2i T , j  ■ Then M  := M  -  J -^d (z, m \  is a local
Q —martingale. Furthermore M  is given by
w  =  [ E E 0i‘ dH^  ~ [ ' E Y . exp ( ( A« * + M i , i M j ) M n i d s
Proof. The density Z  = dQ/dP  may be written as exp (cE 4- J0T JE  H l^ ^ p -d S t j  . Fur­
ther note th a t M  is a local P —martingale. Our aim is to evaluate (Z, M ). However, 
observe tha t
[Z ,M \ t  =  E  A Z SA M S
0 <s<t
= E  E E  Zs_ {L& - ) AH? ) f E  E  0is‘
0<3<t \  i j  J  \  i j
One sees th a t the predictable bracket process is given by
( Z , M ) t =  f  Z ^ Y .E e's { exP ( ( A S» +  M i , j ) )  <#') -
J° i j
The results follows from an application of Girsanov’s Theorem. □
We state the main theorem.
T h eo rem  7.8 (M ain  T h eo rem  - for chains). For every i , j  G y  where i ^  j , 
assume that at least one of the pf3 is strictly positive, i.e. fP3 > 0. Further assume that 
r]\ G [ 4>, (j> ] where
-  y , <£<*<+e  •
3
Then there exists a bounded function (f>: [0, T] —► R which solves the equation
4 + E ^  - l) = 0
3
In addition, the martingale measure Q defined by
d Q  (  e  , f T  f a  { i i j )  j o  ^
^ =exp(c +L ~ s ^ dSt)
with the normalizing constant
cE = - u (  0, Co) 
is the minimal entropy martingale measure Q E .
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Proof. Let us now carry out the Verifications as outlined in Section 2.2.
1. Q is an equivalent probability measure: Let us check the conditions of Theorem 2.8. 
Let the local martingale N  be defined as follows:
N  := -  J XdM + L
=  E ,  ( dUij
with N* = I  E 4E , { exp ( ( Afi» +?»(*■ j ))e>)-
since <f> and 6 are bounded, N  is locally bounded. Also observe tha t
^ 2 '  |exp ((A u t +  M h j))O lt3) -  l}  AH \3
so that A N  >  — 1 since ex > 0 for all x. We now seek to find the P —compensator of U 
which we shall denote by B. Note that
Ut = f  E j  (£•(*> +  l )  dH'J
To show tha t U admits a predictable compensator, note that
\ { u  ^  e ( ^ u a+ $ B( i , j ) ) d la3 _  e ( A u a+ $ a( i tj ) ) 6 la3 _j_ i  j  | <  qq
* J
due to the boundedness of ,4>{i,j) and u. From Theorem II.1.28 of Jacod Sz Shiryaev 
(2003), this implies the integrability of
M h j) 0 i j e(Aiia+^ itj))ei- -  +  x =; j i j
with respect to and
f  E E / W  = TEE - / E E  fijsjHidsJo t j  Jo i J Jo t j
Hence the P —compensator A  of U is given by
It is easily seen tha t Ep[exp(Ar)] < oo due to the boundedness of the functions Au, $ 
and 6 and the fact tha t there are a finite number of states for the chain.
2. Q is a martingale measure: Note that M(plj is bounded. Also, L  and [M, L] are locally
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bounded. Hence, due to Corollary 2.16, Q is a martingale measure.
3. H  (Q ,P) < oo : Recall tha t the density Z  =  dQ/dP may be expressed as
y d<® I E , r  
^ = d p = e x p  c + j 0 st- dSt .
Let us evaluate the following:
*T
E;
=  - E k
JO i j  J
T
housei zero +  Eg[ f ( -  Vt + I*’3) H}dt
' -Jo t  '  j  '  ■
T
- % [ /  E E w ) ^ * ' 8'
i j
T
fo
(7.20)
where the penultimate line (7.20) is obtained by Proposition 7.7 and substituting the 
Q —martingale condition of equation (7.16). Finally we get
H
4. f  (j)EdS  is a true Q —martingale for all Q € M e with H  (Q, P) <  oo : We require 
Ep e x p |/?  Jq ip2d [S', £]*}] < 00 f°r some /3 >  0. We have -0* =  ^  ^  so ^ a t
^2 = We alg0 have for { j f d[S,S]t =  5t2_ Y , A et ) 2dHt '  We now
t — J
have
EP[exp {p f  t fd{S,S\t }]
< Ep[ exp { £  £  i {0.H s u m  iey n %i m u r > 0 }
i  3
due to the boundedness of and by setting := e(dt3)2 — 1 in Proposition 7.6.
Hence we conclude that
< exp sup
\ ie[o,T], i,jey
< exp I sup
\te[o,T], i j e y
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fulfills all the conditions necessary for being the minimal entropy martingale measure,
i.e. O =  Os . □
Chapter 8
Examples
The purpose of this chapter is two-fold: First, we make a couple of remarks on several 
existing results concerning the entropy minimizer for Markov modulated geometric Brow­
nian motion. Furthermore, we claim and explain why these results axe incorrect. Second, 
we apply our prior findings on the entropy minimizing measure for quasi-Markov Addi­
tive processes to the valuation of EUA options (which will be made precise later on) to 
the field of carbon finance.
8.1 Remarks on Elliot, Chan & Siu (2005) and Song & 
Bo (2009)
The paper of Elliot, Chan & Siu (2005), abbreviated (ECS) and Song & Bo (2009), 
truncated to be (SB) deals with the entropy minimizers for Markov modulated geometric 
Brownian motion and Markov switching Levy processes respectively. Before we proceed, 
let us note tha t their model can be transferred to our model in equation (6.7) so we shall 
use the notations of Chapter 6. Recall tha t C  denotes the continuous time Markov chain.
ECS  P :  ^  =  a{Ct )dt + a(C t)dBt
SB  P :  =  a(Ct)dt +  a(Ct)dBt +  [  f ( x ) ( ^ Y ~  vy)t
S t -  J r
where uy(dt,dx)  := vct_(dx)dt. For simplicity, let us suppose tha t there are no jumps
in the SB model so tha t the price processes of ECS and SB are similar,
EC S/SB  P :  ^  =  a(Ct )dt + a{Ct)dBt (8.1)
St
Both ECS (Proposition 3.1) and SB (Example 5.2, ’BrownH-Poisson’ but we remove 
’Poisson’ due to our assumption that there are no jumps in the SB model) state that the 
density process of the minimal entropy martingale measure Z ^ ^ ECS (t) for the model
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(8.1) takes the form
Z SB/E C S{t) =  £
[ ~  Jo aW ) d B %  t
(8 .2)
We claim that the entropy minimizer (8.2) is not correct.
To see why this is the case, observe tha t the density Zt  of the minimal entropy mar­
tingale measure for the above model (8.1) has been solved by Grandits & Rheinlander 
(2002), i.e.
dQE
dF =  Z t  =  cexpQt I xdS)
(8.3)
where c the normalizing constant is given by
- i =  Ep exp f  -- Jo 2 a1 o?{Ct ) '(C.) dt
and K t  := Jq W ith the usual definitions of <J> := <f)ES  and A := AS’, Grandits
&; Rheinlander (2002) further showed that the optimal strategy is given by
< P = -\ = - a(C )
° 2(C)
Equating equations (8.2) and (8.3) at maturity T  yields the following
i 1 f  1 rl0gC=2 Jo ^ m dt=2KT (8.4)
However observe tha t the above quantity (8.4) is a function of the chain and hence it is 
stochastic. This violates the fact that c has to be a constant. To further elucidate on this 
issue, let us apply equation (6.3) to our present context:
»T ^  _
\  1 u i f  —L ( - \  T  i \  ' I  —t z \ \logc =  [  y 2 H l( a L{ i ) - \ tcr(i)-<j>tcr(i))dBt
J o .
“  *t<r(i))2 +  (JtAto-2(i))^ dt 
h^ ^ H \ d t
Jo
- r??
(8.5)
Equation (8.4) implies tha t ECS and SB decided to impose
LcplJ =  0 for all i , j  E y
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Clearly the above choice does not make the RHS of (8.5) a constant due to the presence 
of HI := 1 {Ct =  1}. Hence we conclude that their conjecture of =  0 does not lead to 
the entropy minimizing martingale measure for Markov modulated geometric Brownian 
motion.
8.2 Carbon finance
B ack g ro u n d . Carbon trading is a market mechanism determined to deal with the 
peril of global warming. Although it dates back to the nineties, it only took off as a mar­
ket after the Kyoto Protocol was ratified. The principal greenhouse gas contributing to 
global warming is carbon dioxide, which is discharged by burning fossil fuels. Under the 
Kyoto Protocol, each participating government has its individual local target for reduc­
ing carbon dioxide emissions. The raison d ’etre behind carbon trading is that from the 
earth’s standpoint, the position where the carbon dioxide originates from is considerably 
less important than aggregate amounts being discharged. This means that its impact on 
our environment is similar everywhere wherever the carbon dioxide comes from. In other 
words, carbon dioxide acts globally rather than locally - yet another example of ’local’ 
passing to ’global’! Consequently, rather than severely pushing every country/company 
to reduce emissions, the market establishes an option; a country/company can either 
splurge money to cover the expenses of reducing emissions or continue the harmful emis­
sions but reimburse another to trim down their greenhouse gasses. The solution to global 
warming set forth by the Kyoto Protocol can be summarized as follows: The Annex 1 na­
tions or the developed world have committed to reducing emissions to 95 percent of their 
1990 levels during 2008 and 2012. This is accomplished by a cap and trade system where 
the Annex 1 nations will be issued with Assigned Amount Units (AAU) equal to their 
allowed emissions. The Annex 1 nations are expected to do the following: (i) reduce their 
emissions to equal their AAU allowance or (ii) buy additional AAU from other Annex 1 
nations to cover surplus emissions or (iii) purchase emissions reductions certificates CER 
and ERU to cover surplus emissions. Certified Emissions Reduction (CER) is an exam­
ple of ’carbon credits’ issued in return for a reduction of atmospheric carbon emissions. 
Emissions reduction units (ERU) are units of greenhouse gas reductions (or, fraction of 
a country’s AAU) that have been generated via Joint Implementation under Article 6 of 
the Kyoto Protocol - as opposed to CERs - which have been generated and certified under 
the provisions of Article 12 of the Kyoto Protocol, the Clean Development Mechanism.
E U  E T S. The European Union Emission Trading Scheme (EU ETS) is formed to 
tackle carbon emission in the European Union (EU). The EU ETS has grown to be 
the largest greenhouse emissions trading scheme in the world. The European Allowance 
(EUA) are carbon allowances traded in the EU ETS and is analogous to that of the AAU 
explained earlier. The EU ETS was launched to operate in two phases. Phase I which 
runs from 2005 to 2007 was regarded as a trial phase, while Phase II takes place from 
2008 to 2012. The difference between Phase I and II lies in the fact that the banking of 
allowances is not permitted during Phase I and thus the allowances expires at their stated 
maturity. However allowances issued under Phase II can be banked by the installations. 
To better understand this, let us dwell on the illustration taken from Qetin and Ver-
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schuere (2008). Consider the so-called Dec-07 and Dec-08 contracts tha t had been traded 
in the EU ETS during 2007. Dec-07 contracts expires at the end of December 2007 and 
can be used to cover emissions during 2007. Similarly, the Dec-08 contract expires at the 
end of December 2008 and can only be used to cover emissions during 2008. Since these 
two contracts were traded during Phase I in which banking is not allowed, Dec-07 con­
tracts cannot be used to cover emission in 2008. Every installations included in the EU 
ETS has to surrender carbon allowances at the end of every calender year. A company 
that does not surrender enough allowances will be fined. In the Phase I period, there is 
a fine of 40 euros per missing allowance. In the Phase II duration, this fine is 100 euros 
per missing allowance. The company is still obliged to surrender the missing allowances.
Entropic carbon valuation. We adhere to the framework and notations as well as 
the arbitrage relationship set out by Qetin and Verschuere (2008), henceforth denoted by 
Q)V. However, we put forward a jump-diffusion model as opposed to a regime switching 
Black Scholes model proposed by QV. We also work under the entropy minimizer as our 
pricing and hedging measure. We consider a market for the trading of the EUAs. Let 
us assume th a t there are two EUAs traded in the market: EUA for the current year, 
denoted by EUA0 and EUA for the next year, denoted by EUA1. We propose a price 
process S  for the EUA1 contract of the following form
P : =  a7](Ct-)d t  +  odBt +  [  f(x)(fj,Y ~  vy)t (8.6)
d t-  J R
where i^y(dt,dx) := v{dx)dt and C  being a continuous time Markov chain. The above 
price process (8.6) can be recast as
J Q    p
=  a H \_rfd t +  adBt +  /  f (x)( f iY — v(dx)dt) 
d t -  “  J  R
where 77* := rj(i), a  and a  are constants for a fixed i £ {—1,1}. We work under the fol­
lowing assumptions tha t z/(R) < 0 0  and /(•) : supp{y) —> (—1 ,0 0 ) is uniformly bounded. 
Observe tha t we set 3^  =  {—1,1} here. The idea is tha t C* =  1 corresponds to the market 
being long credits and Ct =  — 1 means the market is short credits at time t. Further note 
that the compensator uy(dt, dx) := u(dx)dt is deterministic. We know that the dynamics 
of S  under is given by
Q e  : ^  = (7dB?E +  f  f(x )(n Y  -  v ^ E)t (8.7)
*->t- J R
The structure of the compensating measure under the entropy minimizer can been re­
vealed upon an application of Girsanov’s Theorem. Under the assumption of no banking, 
contracts will be worthless if the market is long at their respective expiry date, denoted 
by T. If the market is short at expiry T, then these contracts cannot be purchased since 
they are not available and companies without sufficient compliance allowances must pay 
the penalty K  of either 40 or 100 Euros/tonne and purchase a corresponding number 
of allowances for the following year to meet their compliance target. Letting P  denote 
the price process of EUA0 contracts, we have the following relation between S  and P  at
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expiry T
p  _  ( ST +  K, if CT = - 1  /o o\
P t ~ {  0, if Ct  = +1 (88)
We now turn to issues of pricing and hedging EUAO contracts in the EU ETS market. 
We start by giving a discussion on mean variance hedging before we evaluate the price
of EUAO contracts and the optimal hedging strategy for these contracts.
8.2.1 M ean variance hedging
Consider a contingent claim with maturity T  >  0, defined by an Q t ~ measurable random 
variable H.  Define the initial capital Vo and a trading strategy which will be defined 
by an adapted process (j) =  {d®, di)te[o,T] taking values in M2. Thus the value at time 
t of the strategy (f) is given by V* =  -d^ert +  titSt and the strategy is said to be self- 
financing if dVt = ,d^rertdt +  dtdS t■ Inserting the dynamics of S  under the minimal 
entropy martingale measure Q ^, we get
dVt = d^rertdt +  dt {adB^ +  [  /(x )(/iy  -  i/{5 )t)
J  R
Precisely, the condition of self-financing can be written as
Vt =  U0 +  d°urerudu +  f  dudSu 
Jo Jo
W ithout loss of generality, let us set the interest rate r =  0. In mean-variance hedging, 
we look for a self-financing trading strategy given by an initial capital Vo and a portfolio 
(dt)te[o,T] over the lifetime of the contingent claim which minimizes the shortfall at the 
terminal date T  in a mean square sense:
m iE QE\H - V T \2 tf.vb v
where
h - v t  = h - v q -  ( T titdSt 
Jo
We assume now that H  G L 2(£l,G ,QE). We further know that (St)te[o,T] 1S a square- 
integrable QE—martingale since its quadratic variation is integrable. Let us consider 
those ($t)te[o,T] whose terminal values satisfies
*  :=  j t f  : Eqe (  £  02t d[S, S]t)  <  00
Consider now a self-financing strategy , dt)t€[o,T]' For the quadratic hedging criterion 
to make sense, we must restrict ourselves to portfolios d verifying
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Define L 2(S) as the set of portfolios d verifying (8.9). Since d G L 2(S) and using the 
fact tha t S  is a martingale under Qs , the gains process G(i9) =  f Q ddS  is also a square 
integrable martingale given by
T TGt W =  [  &tS t-(rdB t+  f  [  f ( x )d tS t-{n Y  ~ vy)
Jo Jo J R
The mean variance hedging problem can now be recast as:
inf Eo^ 
tf€L2(S),V0 V
H - V o - fJo M S ,
or equivalently inftf€£,2(s)}y0 Eqe \H — V o  — G rid ) |2. The condition (8.9) implies that the 
value process V  is a square integrable martingale, we have Eqe [V t ] =  V q . Applying the 
elementary identity E (Z2) =  (E(Z))2 +  Var(Z) to the random variable Z  := H  — V q — 
G t($ )i we obtain
JoiVo,^) := Eqs H - V o  -  f  
Jo
M S t
e [ H ]  -  Vo\2 +  V a r ( H  - V Q -  GT (d))
We see that if the writer of the contingent claim tries to minimize the residual risk 
Jo(Vo, d) ,  the optimal value that she will ask for is a premium
V q =  E q e [ H ]
We see that Eqe[JT] is the initial value of any strategy d G L 2(S) designed to min­
imize the shortfall at maturity and we take this as the definition of the price associ­
ated with our contingent claim H  at time 0. By the same token, if the writer sells 
the option at time t  > 0 and intends to minimize the remaining risk J t ( Vt , d )  :=
E,'QE H  - V q -  / 0T ■dtdSt Q tj she will ask a premium Vt = EQE(H\Qt)- We will take
this quantity to define the price of the contingent claim H  at time t. This motivates the 
following definition for the carbon price of EUAO contracts.
D efin ition  8.1. Let H  G L2(fi,G, Q^) be a contingent claim and let QE be the minimal 
entropy martingale measure for S  given by (8.6). The fair price Ft for an EUAO contract 
at time t for H  is given by
Ft :=EQ<[Jf|&]
We state the following.
P ro p o sitio n  8.2 (Entropy price for EUAO contracts). Let H  G L 2(Q ,G ,Q E) be a con­
tingent claim of the form
H  =  g(Cr, ST ) = (ST +  K ) l {Cr= - i } =  ^ - ^ ( 1  -  CT) (8 .10)
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Then the price of H  at time t is given by F(t, S t,C t) where
F  : [0,T] x [0, oo) x { -1 ,1}  —► R
(t , s , i ) i-> F (t,s ,i )  = E QE[g(ST)\St = s ,C t = i\
Moreover F(t ,  S t,C t) satisfies the partial differential equation
s , i ) - s  j  f{x )v {d x )-^F { t, s , i) +  \ s2(j 2- ^ 2 s’ *)
+  [  (F(t,  s f ( x ) , i )  -  F(t, s, i))v(dx)  +  ^ ( F ( t ,  s, j )  -  F(t,  s, i))n%J =  0 (8.11)
J R ,•
with terminal condition
= (s,i) € M+ x {—1,1} (8.12)
Proof. Note tha t due to the Markov property of (S , C ) we can write
Ft =  Eqk \g{CT ,S T )\Qt\
=  Eqe [p(CT,ASr)|'S't>Ct]
=: F ( t,S t ,C t) = Y ,H 't F ( t ,S t ,i)
i
where F(t,  s, i)  := Eqe [^ (<S,r)|*S'f =  s,C t =  z]. Assume that for each i E {—1,1}, F  E 
C 1,2, i.e., the functions (t , 5, i) »-* F (t, 5, z) are continuously differentiable with respect to 
t and twice continuously differentiable with respect to s. Hence the ltd formula can be 
applied to Ft = F( t , St, Ct) = Yli H \F{t, S t,i)  between 0 and T :
dFt =  H\dF{t, St , i) + J 2  F (t, St ,i)dH \
i i
Define F® ’* := suptG0^ T] |Ft | =  suptG[0,T] Ft since H  > 0. Applying the Doob inequality 
to the martingale F  yields
Eqe (F®E’*)2 < 4Eqe H 2 < oo
since H  E L 2(QE). By the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, there exists a constant 
c > 0 such that
cEqe {[F,F]t } < EqE(F ? B’*)2 < oo
Hence we obtain
Eq s{[F, F]t } < oo
This implies tha t F  is a square integrable QE—martingale. By Jacod Sz Shiryaev (2003 
Theorem IV.13-IV.50) we conclude tha t the finite variation terms vanishes giving us the 
desired PDE
§1F (^  *) “  5 J  f(x ) i / (d x ) -^ F ( t1 s , i) +  \ s2(t2^ 2 s ’ *)
+  f  (F( t , s f (x ) , i )  -  F(t ,s , i ) )v(dx)  + ^ 2 ( F ( t , s , j )  -  F( t , s , i ) ) f i lJ = 0
*! R
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with terminal condition
F( T , s , i )  = (M ) ^ R +  x { -1 ,1 }
□
Having derived the entropy price for EUAO contracts, we now turn  to  the problem of 
mean variance hedging. We can state the following
T h eo rem  8.3 (Optimal hedging strategy for EUAO contracts). Let H  =  g(C T,Sr) be 
of the form in equation (8.10). The minimal risk hedge, amounts to holding a position in 
the underlying (St)t>o equals to flt =  A(i, St - ,Ct~)  where for each i £ {—1,1},
A/. S,j) + j f R(F( t , s f (x ) , i )  -  F( t , s , i ) )v(dx)
l ' S’l>~  <T* + f R P(x)u(dx)
with F ( t , s , i) =  Eqe [H\Ct = i, St = s] = Eqe[<7(Ct, ST)\Ct = i ,S t  = s]
Proof Recall tha t under Q E, the stock price process S  is a square integrable martingale. 
Consider now a self-financing trading strategy with d £ L 2(S),  the value process V  of 
the portfolio is also a martingale whose value at maturity T  > 0 is
fj-i
VT =  V0 +  f 0tdSt
Jo
p
=  V0 + [  d tS t-(a d B t +  [  f (x)( / iY ~ vy))
Jo Jr
j i  j i
=  Vo+ (  ■&tSt-o d B t + [  [  S t- 'dt f (x)( f iY ~  v y )
Jo Jo Jr
= V0 + Gt (4)
Also F(T,  St , Ct ) = ^(CVj'S’t )  =  H  and F(0, Sq,C o) = Eqb[<7(Ct, St )] =  Vo so that 
H —Vo—G rid)  =  F (T , St , Ct )—F ( 0, So, Co)—Gt W -  Taking into consideration equation 
(8.11), we evaluate the following quantity
F(T,  ST , Ct ) ~  ^ (0 , So, Co) -  CT {d)
= I  £  Hi- (f^- - s<-■ *))adB*
p
+  f  i  T , H t -  -  (F ( t , s t- f ( x ) , i ) -  F ( t , S t - , i ) )  (m y  ~  w ) t
Jo Jr {
p
Jo
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so that
Jo(Vo,fl) := Eqe
=  Eqe
+E q
H - V q -  /  dtdStfJo
—E/r
I  (^}t -  -^s ( t ,S t. , i ) d t j  a2dt
J I
I / J 2 H 't-(0 tS t- f ( x )
Jo Jr i
(F( t ,S t- f ( x ) , i )  -  F ( t ,S t- , i ) 2)H d x )d t
J
I  E  Hi- s‘- - -  F(*- 5‘- > *))**”<««/o
To obtain the optimal risk-minimizing hedge we minimize the above expression with 
respect to d:
S 2_ c 2
+  f ( S t- d tf ( x )  -  (F( t ,S t- f { x ) )  -  F ( t , S t- ) ) S t- f ( x ) u (dx )  I  0
Jr
A sanity check for convexity yields S 2_ a 2 +  f R S 2_ f 2(x)u(dx)  > 0 . □
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